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Go ahead. Get charged up. Because now you
can get up to speed fast with a brand new quide to
rnnovative electronic control ideas. ldeas thlt solve
today s tough washroom design problems witn a
mere 24-volt requirement.

With this guide, you'll learn how five different
electronic plumbing control systems operate. How
eecrontc control helps meet ultra low.flow and
oarrier{ree codes. How it deters vandalism and
maintains hygiene.

You'll get quick, comprehensive answers to
questions on costs, safety, installation and
matntenance-plus layout schematics that
demonslrate many uses and benefits in different
applications, including office buildings, schools
and olants.

For your FREE Bradley Electronics Guide. call
us or circle readerserviie number.

B4;ey
Electronic control that gets the job done befter.
P.0. Box 309. Menomonee Fails, W|53051 . 1 414 25.1.6000
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Context!
The most complete freestanding furniture system ever.
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Twenty-nine stories
filled with nothing.

No offices, no homes,
no stores.
Nothing but elevators,
up and down.
(And an escalator or two.)
This strange building is
the new Otis test facility,
by far the most advanced
of its kind in the world.
No matter what wild scenario
an engineer, architect or
city planner might dream up,
we can simulate it right here.
Twenty-nine stories filled
with what-ifs.

Our Otis subsidiary is
a leading company in the
building systems industry.



Additions from page 19

show a much larger museum extending
deeply into the spacious lawn to the west.
This option was rejected during the new
round of site planning, as the park has

taken on added significance in ongoing
master planning for Fort Worth's cultural
district. Giurgola also recalls, "We thought
it was much more in keeping with the sense

of purity in Louis Kahn's form to main-
tain the frontage intact."

Giurgola focused instead on Kahns third
model, similar in form and site orientation
to the present building but composed of
longer modules; he inferred that Kahn
had envisioned cycloid galleries "extend-
ing throughout the areas of the proposed
additions. . . . It was almost as if Kahn had
left'design intent' instructions for how
the museum could be expanded at some
later date." Even so, Giurgola s scheme
does not attempt to duplicate Kahn's
model. The model was wider than the pres-

ent building, and Giurgolas plan will cre-
ate an entity nearly 90 feet longer from
north to south than Kahn s initial proposal
for this scheme. The site drops off sharply
on the north end; presumably for that rea-

son the north end did not figure in Kahn s

plans. The new building will venture far-
ther north, as existing steps graduate the
west facade of the north wing, introduc-
ing asymmetry and a degree of monumen-
tality to the west elevation.

Giurgola considers the inclusion of "link"
spaces to be one of the most important
elements of the plan. These evoke Kahn s

attention to such transitions in his "archi-
tecture of connections." Instead of repeat-
ing Kahn s three-foot connection between
modules, Giurgola inserts a wider linkage
at the meeting of the old and new to
express a discrete separation. "It is
enorrgh," Giurgola comments, "a small ges-

ture to convey the sense of difference."
The two "links" each will span only three
of the central cycloid vaults. Deriving the
20-foot width of the link from the width
of the cycloid vaulted galleries, Giurgola
unitcs the geometrical order of the original
building and the form of the link.

An obvious need in the expanded facil-
ity was the creation of more flexible areas
within the strict governing geometry of
the repeated modules. The flat-roofed link
spaces serve this role well. Illuminated
by clerestory roof monitors, the links will
provide connecting passages and the dared
end walls will permit new views of the
park setting.

The south link is suspended above an
open breezeway containing a broad stair-
cise leading from the lower{evel covered
parking lot up to one end of the west
entrance's portico. This subterranean pro-
gression will add a new twist to Kahn s

famed ritualistic procession to the muse-
um's west entrance through his "entrance
of the trees." Giurgola hopes that daylight
flooding down his "generoud' staircase will
draw visitors up to the west terrace instead
of the frequently used lower level entrance.
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The staircase represents an ironic yet prac-
tical merging of the secular world of auto-
mobiles with Kahns more spiritual journey'

Although this short cut into a midway
point of the processional truncates the
expansive vistas of Kahn s intended ap-
proach, Guirgula s renewed focus on the
underutilized pedestrain entrance is a
strong feature of his plan.

An existing area that will be consumed
by the southern expansion is the sunken
outdoor garden described by Kahn as the
"grass theater." Giurgola compensates for
the loss of the exterior court by creating
a special interior space for sculpture-a
large atrium court with a vaulted glazed
roof. "You have to respect the detailing
and the measure of the place,. . . [butl
you will have a sense of new things," he
says.

The original west porches will not be
extended in the new additions. Giurgola
considen Kahns porches to be an element
conceived together with the pools and to
add more porches would be redundant.
Giurgola envisions the west walls of the
new wings simply as modest supporting
elements. Regrettably, the new end walls,
lacking the connected porch, will not
repeat in full the iconic existing sectional
motif.

The Kimbell's program for expansion
follows a policy of containment in strong
contrast to the unbridled expansionism
pursued by many other art museums.
Unlike many museums in recent years,
the Kimbell has not found it necessary to
add substantially to storage or office space.

While this can be attributed in part to
Kahn's sound initial design, the limited
expansion of support space also represents

a considered decision to restrain growth.
As Pillsbury explains, "the Kimbell will

grow from being a very small museum to
being a small museum."

Giurgola underlines the importance of
respecting the "quiet and mature attitudd'
represented in the architecture. "We have

to maintain this wonderful intimacy of the

[Kimbell], the sense of silence that it has,
and the sense of privacy that one has in
front of the paintings."

Yet to preserve the original building as

if it were a sacred relic may inhibit some
functional needs. The library stacks have
reached capacity, but there is a strong
reluctance to expand or relocate them. A
more ambitious programmatic revision
might have relocated the staff offices to
provide more daylight and outdoor views,
the lack of which has often been cited as

a deficiency in the present design.
It could be argued that the most dar-

ing aspect of the plan is is modesty. In a
decade when examples of bombastic
musuem expansions spring readily to mind,
Giurgola s restraint seems all the more
astonishing. However, he rejects the notion
that his approach is self-effacing, stating:
"The main task was one of building a good
space for the museum." Giurgola laments
the tendency of today's architects to stamp
their own personalities on every project.
"We have been doing too much in archi-
tecture where, every time Ian architect]
has the opportunity, he starts to make
fireworks. . . . There is wonderful architec-
ture which is perfectly anonymous."

Keeping faith with Kahn, Giurgola has-

drawnlhoKimbell's future from a spirit of
continuity with its Past.

-BansaRA L. KoEnsLr

Ms. Koerble is a freelance writer in Fort
Worth who specializes in museum design.

News continued on Page 24

Giurgola's scheme
proposes to add two new
wings, one to north and one
to the south of Kahn's original
triad of vaulted cycloid galleries.



- Because this
_ new generation product
isthe most thermallv efficient

roof i nsu lation ariai lable.
Manville's new phenolic foam insulation, UlkaGardo premie[ delivers the
highest thermal value - 8.33 R units per inch - of any roof insulation. That
means tess energy consumption.

Because it otfers an
unmatched range of installation

and performance benefits.
UltraGard Premier provides designers, installers, and owners with a full
range of benefits: can be used with all major roofing membrane systems;
superior f lame spread an_d smoke ratings ; excellent dimensiond stability;
light weight; ease of handling; and lowei installation costs.

Manville has made a majorcommitment of resources to assure that vou
can specify and install phenolic foam with complete confidence. For
information on the roof insulation of the future that's available now, talk
with a Manville representative or callthe product Information center
at 800-654-3103.

Roofing
Systems
Division

l-eading our induslry into the next century
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HHPA Wins Competition for
Cleveland Library Expansion

Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates of New
York City in association with URS Con-
sultants of San Mateo, Calif., has won a

limited design competition to restore
and expand the Cleveland Public Library'
The winning scheme was selected over
proposals by Davis, Brody & Associates
with Richard Fleischman Architects and
Hammond Beebe Babka in association
with van Dijk-Johnson & Partners. In mak-
ing the announcement, Library Board Pres-

ident Michael V. Kelly said, "HHPAs bold
concept and sensitivity to the library's need

captures the spirit and enthusiasm of our
initiative."

HHPAs winning scheme (model look-
ing north, shown at right) incorporates a
glass-and-metal addition that would wrap
around the popular existing Eastman Read-
ing Garden and link the 1925 Walker &
Weeks original library to a new, classically
inspired building. This new annex with
arched windows and detailed stonework
will be located on the site of the library's
Business and Science wing, which is slated

for demolition. The library's main entrance
will be moved from Superior Avenue to
this new wing, fronting East Sixth Street.
HHPAs neoclassical wing will echo the
proportions of the main library and is

intended to respond to the formal esthet-
ics of Cleveland's 1903 Group Plan and
the public buildings it originally
generated.

Under the proposal, the garden will be

reduced by approximately 1,000 square
feet and will include the addition of a
sculpture, a fountain, and a skylight to
the cafeteria below grade. The $67.5 mil-

lion project will double the size of the
library, allow for an expanded circulation
network, upgrade mechanical systems, and
provide space for exhibitions. In addition,
the restored original library and the new
buildings will be connected on all levels
to provide large oPen floor sPaces.

-LyNN NpsuIrH
News continued on Page 26
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Amoco's Canara Skin Tlo Be Replacedwith Gmnit€

Only 15 years after construction was com-
pleted, Amoco Corp. now is facing the
monumental task of totally recladding is
headquarters building in downtown Chi
cago. Originally known as the Standard
Oil building, the 8O-story office tower ris-
ing to 1,136 feet was the fourth tallest build-
ing in the world when it was completed.

Its skin of white Carrara marble has

deteriorated from environmental exposure'
and the company plans to replace the
43,000 panels with panels of light-colored
granite. Amoco reports that the proje-ct
will cost $60 million to $80 million before
it is completedin 1992.

Architect Edward Durell Stone had spec-

ified the material, from the same quarry
that Michelangelo selected stone for his
sculptures, for its unblemished purity. Larye
marble panels were designed in thin sec-

tions to lessen the weight of the cladding
and to ease attachment to the structure. At
the time the building was designed' use

of thin-stone veneers for high-rise construc-
tion was relatively new, a product of
advances in stonecutting technology in
the 1960s-less than a decade before the
building plans were on the board. Until
then it was not possible to produce thin
sections that would not crack during cut-
ting, and therefore marble and other stones

made impractical envelopes for any con-
struction taller than a few stories.

Howevet at lVa inches, the marble pan-

els on the Amoco building were too thin
for their environmental conditions, accord-
ing to architect Ian Chin, of Wiss, Janney,

Elstner Associates of Chicago, designers
of the new facade. Bowing of the marble
was the first sign of trouble. "Marble
undergoes permanent expansion from
heat," Chin said, and the daily tempera-
ture cycles have caused the exposed mar-
ble surface to expand while is unexposed
side remains stable. As a result, the pan-

els have curved.
In general, Chin saYs, the bowing is

mostly an esthetic problem. None of the
paneli have popped out of their structural
ittachm"nts, he says, and no evidence of
water leakage has been uncovered. But
Chin sees the bowing as symptomatic of
a much greater problem: the marble is

losing strength. Expansion of the panel
surfaces and the subsequent bowing cause

the marble grains to separate and initiate
cracks in the cementlike binder that
holds the grains together. And more
pronounced bowing means greater losses

in strength, Chin says. The decay is has-

tened by environmental conditions-
carbon dioxide, acid rain, and soot'

White granite was selected as the
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Partial kerfs

Adiustable
galvanized
steel clips
(for alignment)

Bolts

Slots

Old marble panels

Above left, old marble system; above,
new granite system. Left, Amoco before.

replacement veneer because it is a more
stable material and because it will main-
tain the general appearance of Amoco's
building. The North Carolina granite is

expected to appear somewhat whiter than
the Italian marble from a distance, but on
closer inspection, the granite has a typi-
cal peppered appeanmce. The whitest pan-

els wiil be installed at street level. The
granite panels will be two inches thick
and weigh 400 pounds each and be at-
tached with continuous kerft. The original
marble slabs weigh 275 pounds each.

As a safety measure, Amoco has secured

each of the tower's 43,000 bowed marble
panels with stainless steel straps and has 

.

built canopies around all entrances. Steel

towers for hoisting panels are being welded
to each of the four corners for the entire
height of the structure. Replacement of
theltone is to begin next spring and is

expected to take about two Yean.
Amoco has filed suit against the office

of the late Edward Durell Stone and the
collaborating firm of Perkins & Will. Also
named in the suit are Tirrner Construction,
Peter Bratti Associates, the firm that
installed the marble, and Alberto Bulfalini
Successori, supplier of the Italian marble.

Failures of thin-stone veneers are not
uncommon. The 27-story Chase Lincoln
Fint Bank of Rochester, N.Y., also was

clad in Carrara marble and suffered sim-
ilar problems. After a three-year recladding
process, it now has a new skin'

"The complete behavior of thin-stone
veneers is not really understood," says

Chin, and he cautions that the design of
a stone facade must be carefully en-
gineered. - EltNe Mencunso MornNo- News continued on Page 28
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This high-

powered fixture's
extruded aluminum
housing, with
internally-welded
seams/ is available in
either painted or
anodiz-ed finish.

The seamless
acrylic prismatic
cone/cube helps re-
duce "puddles" of light at the poleouce puorlles' ol tlght at the pole
basc while projectin[ light in a'wide

reduce the number of fixtures and
still provide up to a 6:l spacing-to-
nelgnt ratlo.

The ParkLane luminaire
integrates with practically
any contempclrarv architec-
tuial theme.

Parklane uses eitner
metal halide or HPS lamps
and is available in 4 mouht-
ing configurations:
C-brackeT, tu ning fork,
straight arm, andflush
mount. Plus, the cube can

be replaced with a flat door assem-
bly In addition, Parklane is backed
bv an exceptional 5-year warranty.
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Desi,gln

American Architectre Exlfbit
Opens in Soviet llnion
"Design USA," a cultural exchange exhi-
bition highlighting American architecture
and design, opened in Moscow on Septem-

ber 4 and will travel to eight other Soviet
cities during a l9-month tour. The
Yoknapatawpha Exhibit Group, a joint
venture of Mockbee Coker Howorth
Architects and Communications Ars Com-
pany of Jackson, Miss., designed the tem-
porary exhibition for the United States
Information Agency.

The 13,O0Gsquare-foot exhibition space

uses a modular component system that can

be assembled into various configurations
to fit different exhibit halls. The main
design model (shown above) is the arrange-

ment used for the show's Moscow instal-
lation and comprises one large single floor
plan organized as a series of four quad-
rants. In Leningrad, where the show goes

next, the setting is a long narrow space

two stories high in a late 19th-century
building. The flexible modular system of
four components within each quadrant,
says project architect Thomas Howorth'
will allow the exhibit to be laid out in a
linear arrangement using the same
sequence of display areas' Rising 14 feet
tall-, the blue "parti walls," as Howorth calls

them, are intended to introduce an archi-
tectural order while the red pieces add a

bit of dynamism to the circulation pattern.
The exhibit opens with a multiscreen

video presentation of architecture and life
in six American communities: Miami, Pitts-

burgh, Chicago, Dallas, San Francisco' and

Oxford, Miss. A collection of elaborate
models illustrates recent trends in skyscrap-
ers, and the section "Housing America"
explores the basics of residential design
and demographics.

A full-scale kitchen provides the transi
tion from architecture to product design.
(As an interesting parallel, this show marks
the 30th anniversary of the American
National Exhibition, the USIAs fint major
exhibition in the Soviet Union, that was

the setting of the Nixon-Khruschev
"kitchen debates.")

The product design section begins with
a brief history of the subject, highlighting
the work of Raymond Loewy, Norman Bel
Geddes, Walter Dorwin Teague, Buck-
minster Fuller. The exhibit also includes
furniture and product designs by Charles
Eames, George Nelson, and Eero Saarinen.

The graphic design section features
examples of editorial design, environmen-
tal graphics, advertising, packaging and
corporate identity programs and a com-
plete graphics studio.

The final quadrant, called "Design in
Motion," looks at the process of automo-
bile design in the United States and the
role of the automobile in American life.
An American sports car is on view.

"Design USA'is expected to draw more
than two million visitors. Seminan in each
of the host cities will introduce American
architects and designers to their Soviet
counterparts. - LYuu Nrsu Iln

News continued on Page 3l
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THE ART OF REFRIEERATION
Forty years of refining and

redefining, pride of craftsmanship,
dedication to quality, and the latest
technology have made Sub-Zero the
unsurpassed leader in built-in
refrigeration for homes of distinction.
Winner of the "Design Excellence
Award," the 500 Series offers exciting
eurostyled white and glass interiors,
24" depth, capacities to 30 cu. ft.,
several combination model choices
with widths ranging from 30" to72,, ,

exterior beauty and the reliability of a
high performance system, backed by
our exclusive 12-Year Protection plan.

Offer your customers and clients
the Sub-Zero difference. For more
information contact your Sub-Zero
distributor or Sub-Zero direcfly.
SUB.ZEFO FREEZEB CO.. INC.,
PO. Box 4130, Madison, Wt 53711,608t271.2233 Models 550 combination over-n-undet religerator Ircezet.
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Bu{eds Scheme AttemPts to

Caphle Times Square Vitality

The long-delayed and controversial plan
to redevelop Times Square has taken a
new direction. In late August, responding
to negative public reaction, sponsors of
the massive redevelopment project pre-

sented a new scheme bY John Burgee
Architects (with Philip Johnson as design
consultant) that attempts to capture the
atmosphere of the Times Square area.

Burgee's and Johnson's original 1982
scheme of four towers with mansard roofs
and limestone and granite facades was crit-
icized for being too big and too dense, as

well as for is bland historicist detailing.
Neighborhood, preservation, and architec-
tural groups joined forces to block the
$2.5 billion development.

Unveiled with fanfare at a press confer-

Below left, original scheme drew from
classical precedents; below, revised plan
reflects Times Square's honky-tonk nature.

ence at city Hall, the new scheme features
the four office towers that range from 32

to 5? stories and contain approximately
4.1 million square feet of office space.
Although the new proposal is almost iden-
tical to the earlier design in density and
height, their surface treatments are signif-
icantly different. Each designed as a sep-
arate entity, the buildings will incorporate
blue and green reflective glass, asymmet-
rical grids, setbacks and cutouts, gabled,
straight and curved roof-lines, and
l2,O0Gsquare feet of multi-colored srynage.

The new assernblage of contrasting forms,
colors, and materials reflects, says Burgee,
trends in architecture and public opinion
over the past seven years, as well as one
of the firms "so many new directions." The
esthetic of the new scheme responds as

much to the legendary spirit of the place
as the actual physical context. "When
people talk about Times Square, they talk
about neon lighs and kissing sailors, that's
Times Square." said Burgee.

At the press conference, MaYor Koch
acknowledged the importance of maintain-
ing the vibrant and eclectic spirit of Times
Square. Commenting on the design, he
said, "I'm told this represents a broad new

chapter in 20th century architecture. To
useJohn Burgee and Philip Johnson's char-
acterization, this is now beyond post-
modern- this is'new t1illr'-'*EsMrrH
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\4tigfnt's'Butterfly' Bridge:
Will It Fly Tbdaf

Forty years ago Frank Lloyd Wright de-
signed a "Butterfly Wing Bridge" for a
southern crossing of the San Francisco
Bay. Now engineer T.Y. Lin and former
Wright apprentice Aaron G. Green, FAIA,
have proposed a modified version of the
scheme for a 1O-mile-long bridge.

The new bridge would comprise a series
of concrete arches that rise up from tap-
root piles. At the center of the span, a
Iandscape park would be suspended
between the two sections of the roadwav.

Although Bay area voten rejected a pro-
posal in 1912 for another bridge across
the Bay, proponents of this scheme cite
growing traffic congestion and argue that
Wright's design would add to rather than
detract from the landscape. In addition,
this bridge would be a privately financed
toll road that would revert to public own-
ership after investors are repaid.

The revival of the idea of a southern
Bay bridge comes just as the Wright
scheme is again in public view. l,ast spring
Wright's scheme was the subject of an exhi-
bition at the Oakland Museum (see poster,
above left), and Wright's elaborate model,
long in storage, made a cameo appearance
in the action movie "Die Hard."

-Lyuru Nrsunn
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Specifier's File

Free folio of literature for
arshitects illustrates the
beauty and performance
of redwood.

Grades and Uses
Properties and Uses
Redwood Homes
Architectural Guide
l-andscape Guide
Exterior Finishes
Interior Finishes
Rooftop Decks

Address

':]city @
Telephone

t California Redwood Association
' 405 Enfrente Drive, Suite 2OO

Novato, CA 94949

Arcata Redwood Company
Miller Rodwood Company

The Pacific Lumber Company
Redwood Emore, Inc.
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ACSA/AIA Honors Students
AIA and the Association of Collegiate
Schools of Architecture have awarcled
S3O,fin in prizes in a student design com-
petition for a large mixed-use clevelopment
for a historically sensitive site in London.
Cosponsored by the Otis Elevator Ctl..
the cclmpetition callecl for incorporating
spiral escalators as pr<tminent elements
in the design. The program was writtt'n
by Stephen King, AIA. of Swanke Hayden
Connell Architects of New York Citl' and
London. More than 1,2OJ students partic-
ipated in the competition.

First place was presented ttt Andrcw
MacKenzie Hull of Carleton University:
Tom Dubicanac served as facultl' sponsor.
Second place went to David Lawrence
Kelley of Oklahoma State University with
sponsor Robert Condia. and third place
to Keith Andreyko. David Brennan. Chi-
Chun Chen, Brian Frolo, Daniel Lim. Tom
Sofranko and William Willoughby of Kent
State University. with Thom Stauffer. as

spons()r.
Other winning teams are Wilfred Atanga-

Thntoh and Jae Young-Joon of the Uni-
versity of Texas at Arlington. with faculty
sponsor Richard Scherr: David M. Genther
and Jclhn R. Howarcl of Drexler Univer-
sity, with sponsor Alan Greenberger; and
Kyo Nam Chin. Lewis William Church and

Anne Martha Lilly of Virginia Poll'tech-
nic lnstitute. with sponsor Robert J. Dunay.

Abovc. Hull'.s lit'.st plut'e .scltentt : ltclrtv
Ke Lle.t"s s e c o rttl p luc t' p rrt1t r t :,t l.

BRIEFS
NIAE Announces l)inkeloo .{wards
-fhe National Institute for Architectural
Education has named Robert De Alba of
Yale Liniversity, Paul Edward Harney of
Rice []niversity. and Geoffrey Campbell
of the lJnivenity of Minnesota 1989 recip-
ients of the John Dinkeloo Fellowships.
The program prc'rvides recent architccture
sraduates an awarcl of S5,000 for study
abroad. Administered jointly with the
American Academy in Rome. The
Dinkeloo fellowship provides each recipi-
ent with at least two months in residence
at the academy. Contact NIAE. 30 W.

22ncl St.. New York. N.Y. 10010.

Masonry Institute ScholarshiPs
The Masonry Institute of Michigan has

awarcled eight Sl.0(X) scholarships to stu-

clent.s in the school ttf architecture at Law-

rencc Technological University. They are:

Maric Alvaro. William Beach. Carolyn
Bean. Dallas Felder. Lisa Keiffer. Charles
Millcr. Davicl Willoughby. and Davicl
Zinncr.

Call for Applications
The Temple Hoyne Buell Center ftlr the
Stuciv of American Architecture at Colum-
bia LJniversity is accepting applications
for two residential fellowships for the
1990-91 academic year for research pro-

iects in American architecture, lanclscape

r{u,11!
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architecture, and urbanism. A Ph.D. or
equivalent professional achievement is
required. The center intends to offer a
senior fellowship at $50,000 and a junior
fellowship at $30,000. The fellows will be
expected to teach one seminar and take
part in the activities of the center during
the academic year. Application deadline
is Dec. 15. For more information, contact
Gwendolyn Wright, Temple Hoyne Buell
Center,400 Avery Hall, Columbia Uni-
versity, New York, N.Y. 10027.

Architectural Drawing Exhibition
The American Society of Architectural
Perspectivists has selected the winners in
its fourth national competitive exhibition.
The Hugh Ferriss memorial prize recipi-
ent is Dan Willis of University Park, Pa.,
for his pencil representation of a memo-
rial to Edgar Allan Poe.

Francis T Thliaferro Scholarship
RTKL Associates has endowed a $25,000
American Institute of Architects scholar-
ship in honor of Francis T. Thliaferro,
FAIA, one of the firm's founders, who
retired from the firm last June. The
scholarship will be administered by the
American Architectural Foundation and
awarded on the basis of academic excel-
lence. The scholarship also will help stu-
dents enrolled in academic programs
leading to the bachelor's or master's degree
in architecture.

Historic Theater Awards
The League of Historic American Thea-
tres presented awards for four projects dur-
ing its annual conference. Awards were
presented to: Carnegie Hall, New York
City; Woodland Opera House, Woodland,
Calif.; Playhouse Square Center, Cleve-
land; and the Los Angeles Historic Thea-
tre Foundation, which received the l,easue
Award for its contributions to the Leaiue
and to theater preservation

Albert Kahn Scholarship
Keith Steven Fineberg, a sixth-year archi-
tecture student at the University of Mich-
igan's college of architecture and urban
planning, has been awarded the Albert
Kahn Associates Fellowship.

Toaster Design Competition
Black & Decker in coniunction with the
Kansas City Chapter of the Industrial
Designers Society of America is sponsor-
ing a competition for designers to create
the toaster of tomorrow. The competition
challenges entrants to study the evolution
of toasting and anticipate future consumer
needs. Prizes for the top three designs and
three honorable mentions are: first prize
$10,000; second prize $7,000; third prize
$5,000; and three $1,000 honorable
mentions. The deadline for entries is
November 15. Contact the Kansas Citv
Chapter/IDSA, P.O. Box 31003, Kansis
City, Mo. 64129.

Call for Qualifications
The City of New York is sponsoring a
design competition for a 600,000 square-
foot municipal police training complex
to be located on a nine-acre site in the
Bronx. In a first round, six architectural
firms will be selected to enter the com-
petition. A request for qualifications
package will be available after November
l, and completed responses must be
returned no later than November 30. For
more information, contact Adrienne
Bresnan, AIA, Division of Design and Con-
struction Management, New York City
Department of General Services, One Cen-
ter Street, 16 Floor South. New York. N.Y.
r0007.

Rome Prize Fellowships
The American Academy in Rome has
announced the l99G9l Rome Prize fellow-
ship competition in the fields of architec-
ture, landscape architecture, and advanced
design arts (urban planning and design
arts including interior, industrial, graphic,
fashion, and set design). The deadline is
Nov. 15. Fellowships provide winners with
a stipend, travel allowance to and from
Rome, housing, most meals, and a studio/
study space at the academy's facility in
Rome. No courses are offered; winners
pursue independent study. Applications
are available from the Fellowship Coordi-
nator, American Academv in Rome.4l
East 65th St., New York, N.Y. 10021. n

If youve got a noise problem that's about
the size of a747,wed like to suggest a solution:
lamirat€d gass with Saflexl

It dramatically minimizes unwant€d exterior
noise, and it does it more effectively than any
other$azing material. In addition, it can gtve you
exceptional safefi security solarcontrol and
Wprotection.

Orsumd harrier quiets eventlre
noisiest neigfubors.

Fbrmore information on howlaminated $ass
can quiet your noisiest neighbors-like planes,
trains 0rhighway traffic-send for our free
Acoustiral Glnzing Design Guidl and software
package. Justcomplete and mail in the replycard,
q4l 1-800-325-4330,0r write Monsanto, Dept. 204,
800 N. Lindbergh Blvd., St. Louis, MO GB16Z:

lbu$ dass for toudr problems.
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Extraordinary
destg" capability

on industry-standard
I

workstations.
\florldwide, the architectural profession looks to
Intergraph as the standard for CADD solutions.

Today's designers find Intergraph' applications run-
ning 0n our high-performance UNIX" workstations.
You can choose from a range of fully compatible
workstation solutions, entry-level to networked
systems -your best path to future growth.

Intergraph' s architectural solutions ar e extraordi-
nary because they integrate entire projects, concept
to completion. Our innovations have become
standards for the architectural design communify.

Advanced photo-realistic imaging that sets you
apartfrom the competition. Interactive access to a
rcIational datab ase fro m th e gr ap h i c s e nvi ro n m e n t .

The first true design software for the architect. All
add up to the best choice you can make.

Intergraph. The only source for extraordinary
design solutions now available on industry-standard
workstations.

CaIl to day fo r info rmatio n on I n terg r aph software
and workstations. 800-825- 3515 or 205-71 Z-Zl 00.

ModeMew image of the Pacific First Center, Seattle, designed bv The Callison partnership, Ltd., Seattle
and San Diego.

Intergraph is a registered trademark of Intergraph corporation. Other brands and product names are
trademarks of their respective owners.

Circle 36 on information card
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Don't hh Otrr Word For It

Take lt From

Your Peers.

Michael D. Tyne,
President & CEO
Karlsberger Companies

"Single point responsibility. That's what our
clients expect from us. That's what we expect
lrom manutacturers.

"As one of the nation's largest healthcare
facility planning and architect operations,
Karlsberger works with companies that accept
responsi bi I ity for produc i ng q ua I ity products--
companies like Monarch.

"lncreasingly, we need exit devices that
satisfy fire codes, that are compatible with
automatic door operators and access control
devices, and that satisfy our aesthetic require-
ments. Monarch products meet our needs. And
Monarch's engineers provide valuable assis-
tance in the design of special systems.',

Circle 38 on information card

P.O. Box 548, Shepherdsville, Ky 40'165
(502) 543-2281 (502) 955-8567 (BOO) 826-5792 FAX: (502) 543-3089 Tetex: 466712

"We've been working with Monarch fol
years and I can say with confidence thar
Monarch offers only top quality products anc
service. And at compeiitive prices.

"The Monarch line of door hardware is

extensive. Each product is extremely durable
and architecturally pleasing.

"But perhaps the thing that really sets
Monarch apart is their ability to deliver on
time, even when there's a last minute change
in an order. This is extremely important to the
architect, contractor or owner trying to open a
building on time. When it comes to delivery,
Monarch is unmatched in the industry.',

Monarch customers have come to expect
top quality and timely delivery. Monarch of-
fers an extensive line of versatile hardware in
a greater variety of finishes and colors than any
other manufacturer. And we deliver in two to
fou r weeks--guaranteed.

For more information, and to receive our
complete catalogs, call 1 -800-926-5792.

R.B. Whisenant,
Senior VPlOperations
W.B.H. Industries

A Newman Tonks Company
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Site conditions put the }9-story First Indiana Planproject ft\e
ureelc behind scheCule So fie contactons and eneinben found
themsehres in a race against time. But it was a raie thqr \^Dn,
thanlc itt lrtg. part to Vulcraft composite deckThat's because
composite deckis a lot easier to
put dcnvn thr4 poured-in-place
concrete, which requires fie in-
stallation and later remoral of

forms.
It's more econornical too, be-

cruse its less labor-intensire. And
dre decking's 3' depdr adds mrength
which allo\ 6 for f'q^rer srcel beairs.
-f{ Insnlling VulnaJt comprrtte drck is fater and. more ecsnomical than

I nat Sa\reS money tOO. pwea'in'ptaeanoete

But the nature and fie qualfty of fie deckuerent fie only
faaors fut put the prolect oh dme and on budgerThe attinrde
ofVulcraft people hrada lot to do with it too.\XE \^Ere required
to meet a \rerry o<acting \Eq/ coordinateC deli',arry schefule,
arriving at specifieC times wfth qrecifieC materials to be offi
loadeC $r crane\7e met drat scheCule and in dolrg so allideC
cosdy dornrntirne on labor and cnrne renml

So before you start your next proiect, consider Vulcraft conr-
psite deck k's strong,it's economicaL And itbeas poured-ur-
plage concrete to the finish orcrry time

For more inforrnatior\ corrtact any of the Vulcraft planm
lis@cbelow. or seesrreet's 05300/wL WKRtifT

A Dd.visim $ Nucor Cafxyration

f^O^ry 6l7..Bryham Cla._U.lftnZn1/7y-%33,*PQ Box F-2 Fknene, SC Dfl2ffi3/62-038t, pO Bcx 169, Rrrt pa-uv. AL 35%7 n5/U5-24&,
:lo.Bcx lffi, Ga4and, TX 75A4 40/ff,2-4{65, *pO 

Bctx 59, Nfft'dk Htf OAZbi nAAq+-Un,.*O 
-illCLU, 

Sr J,r, Al +ozS_s ZtSBj/-5au.*Dek manufanninglnatiors. Darlryr, Dtl<e Ascriato; 4ok* CjO ar.i"r*, t*, Oes,errAr.h *, tDi i;;-auwL Curi,aliiiis"r, O*
Ccnstnrnia't Managema.t, hc.; Srrumnal Eryilver, Wher p Mwe I Asrciare,, S,n"t iit r*il;, i"rg,^; S*i C;;""ry

InsnllingVulcraft compostte drckis t'rr;w and. more ecsnomical than
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SAID AWAMERICAN, NOT EARLY AMERICAN!,

Have you ever asked for one thing only to receive another? Unless you specifically say what you want, odds are you won't get

it. The same holds true when buying xerographic media.

Unless you Say "Thru-pnl'" you are probably paying top dollar {or the machine manufacturer's bnnd. 0r worse - you could be

using any old brand euen ai the risk of machine damage. When You Say "Thru-pul'" you get media designed and manufactured as

a true xerographic media. lt won't cause machine or copy quality problems.

NEW Thru-put' C0PY B0ND NEW Thru-put@ UELLUM

The result of two industry leaders, Azon and 100% rag vellum manufactured using a

Georgia-pacific, joining forces to offer a bond totally new process. This proprietary process

with luperlative performance, excellent print eliminates odor, increases toner adhesion and

quality, bright whiteness and high contrast. meets federal specification UU-P-561H for

type lV tracing papers.

NEW Thru-put@ FILM

Our heat stabilized polyester base film

is coated on both sides with a unique high

contrast matte sur{ace. lt then undergoes

additional processes to lurther enhance sta-

bility, abrasion resistance, tracking, and anti-

static properties.. . bringing together all of the

features you demand in a xerographic film.

We have so much confidence in Thru-put Xerographic Media's superior quality and performance that we

guarantee every package of Thru-put, pack after pack, copy after copy. So go on Say "Thru-pul'i you won't be disappointedl

For your free Thru-put sampler containing 24" x96" sheets of our Thru-put Copy Bond, Vellum, and Film call:

Whru-put' Circle 42 on information card

l@rographk CoPY Prodrcts

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. AZON CORPORATION AZON/K&E

201-625-9005 800-847-9374 800-426-1738
A
AZCIN

,^*"',qir&
Georgia.hcific
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SITE's Fascination \rrith Architecture as Art

SITE (Rizzoli, $50.)
The growth and evolurion of SITE (Ali-

son Sky, Michelle Stone, James Wines, et
al.) over the last 20 years tells us much
about the changing roles of architecture
and art in the larger public environment
of the 1970s and'80s. SITE came out of
the social and esthetic ferment of the ,60s,

when artists were redefining their roles
in relation to pluralistic coniume. society.
By moving out of the museums and gal-
leries and into the streets, SITE and oih"..
challenged both the architect's presump-
tion to be the sole proprietor of design in
the public environment and the public's
assumption that public art is stone men
sitting on stone horses.

The publication of the collected works
of SITE offers us the opportunity to test
our understanding of the limis of ,,seri-

ous architecture" and of the ability of art-
ists and architects to understand and
communicate with "taste cultures" other
than their own.

Ever since I fint heard James Wnes and
Alison Sky give a presentation at Temple
University in the late 1960s I have found
their words and works thought-provoking,
exciting, and sometimes infuriatine. Much
of the text of this book, which inc"ludes a
brief history of SITE by Wines and an inter-
view of Wines and Skv bv Herbert
Muschamp, discusses SITEb continuins bat-
tle with what its members see as a rii'id
and monolithic architectural establishrient:
"architecture. . . often seems like a pro-
fession of closed minds and rigid formulas."

Having worked in a firm that has taken
its share of brickbats for what it has writ-
ten and built, I can understand and sym-
pathize with SITE's frustration with ihe
limitations of the profession. The cultural
split between SITE and the profession is
real. SITE is part of an artistic, academic
world that is interested in ideas, in test-
ing the limis of expression, and in creat-
ing-the zeitgeist. Most architects are by
and large pragmatic realists, businessmen-
architects with business clients, who safelv
follow rather than lead revolutions, esthetic
or otherwise.

.. Tlil iftlp say rhat all truth and beauty
lie with SITE and its artistic world. In thl

Above, the swatch store.on Nantucket, compreted in 19g7, features suspended man-
nequiru. Below, 'door within a door within a door'design serbi, 1986, treats doors as fumiture.

hands of the best architects and clients.
the language and theories of architecture,
both classical and modern (or whatever),
can and do result in great buildings. Con-
versely, the artistic, verbal, academic tra-
dition of conceptual art and architecture
can tend to dig itself into ever narrower
theoretical positions, creating an ,,us

versus them" exclusivity that limits rather
than expands the possible ways of doing
art and architecture.

SITE states right up front that they start
a design with a verbal idea, which is gen-
erally drawn from "certain sociological,
psychological, and phenomenological
themes like fragmentation, mutatj-on,
entropy, inversion, indeterminacv. and
change." All of the above constitute what
I think some have come to call decon-
structivist architecture.

The danger of an art and architecture
that relies on a conceptual framework
made up of ever morsesoteric ideas is
that verbal overwhelms visual and that
the reality of the artist's hand and eye-
which in the end are the true medium, if
not the sole message, of both art and

continued on page 42
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Bool<s from page 4l
architecture-is obscured by words. To
wit, Wines describes a book he wrote as

being based on "the Jungian notion that
true iconic meaning comes from a collec-
tive unconscious, from undefinable sensa-

tions that we share collectively. The artist
discovers relevant imagery in the ambient
sensibility of the society; it is an uncon-
sciously recognized presence that makes
connections to other people's minds."
Many of us, artist and architect alike, have

lost sight of the fact that good ideas, while
necessary, are hardly sufficient. It's what
SITE does with them-how their collec-
tive hands and eyes mold and temper ideas-
that makes the art.

BEVERTY HILTS CA

SENTRYIS TIGHTING
UPAMERICA

All across the U.S.A.-from Sentry offers you a selec-

Beverlv Hills to the Venice-like tion of the most beautiful

Quincy park,

liantly and eff iciently. Sweet'sand LAFile.

Lowertanal in Indianapolis, the luminaire * post packages in
Columbia SC governor's mansion, the U.S.A.-ora new design

Ouincy MA ofJice park, Buffalo NY created expressly for you.

neigtrbortrood restoration-Sentry Write, call or fax for immedi-
lum-inaires are lighting up parks, ate attention. Sentry sales repre-

streets, plazas, and cimpuses bril- sentation is nationwide. See us in

Sentry Electric Corporation 185 Buffalo Aventre Freeport, New York 11520

TelePh"ne 5f6.379-'t660 Fax 516'378'0624

CENTRALPARK NY

Left, the Best showroom in Hialeah, Fla.,
completed in 1979, has native vegetation
enclosed behind a glass water walL

The nature of SITEs clienB underscores
the dichotomy berween SITE and the archi-
tectural profession. The firm's most stead-
fast clients, Frances and Sydney Lewis,
have commissioned more than a dozen
Best showrooms over a lGyear period.
The Lewises are an example of the great
patron clients: thay have supported indi-
vidual artists and architecb for years, allow-
ing and encouraging conceptual freedom
and design experimentation. The result
of this collaboration is a body of work
that is fascinating in its variety, ingenuity,
and conceptual brilliance-a high-wire act
performed on the most ordinary of 20th-
century buildings-the commercial box/
store sitting in a sea of cars.

This series of peeling, falling, tilting,
sinking, overgrown, and drowned boxes
does for the suburban store what Louis
Sullivan did for the small-town bank. Like
Sullivan, SITE accepts the Best store for
what it is, a conventional box. But where
Sullivan turned his dumb Main Street
building into pure architectural poetry by
the application of a great architect's feel-
ing for proportion, scale, color, and dec-
oration,SlTE transforms is building through
fragmentation, contrast, and exaggeration.
The result places a conceptual as well as

a humorous spin on the conventions of a
classic late-20thcentury building type-the
suburban box.

For me. this is "deconstructivism" that
really works. Unlike some of the more eso-

teric modern movement deconstructivist
architects who work only with the abstract,
structurally derived vocabulary of modern-
ist architecture, SITE works its magic on
an ordinary building, so that the ordinar-
iness of this everyday object is heightened
and made more obvious. When SITE is

through with the transformation, ordinary
architecture has been made extraordinary
for artist and lay person alike. For me,

the dominant role of convention and sym-

bolism of the ordinary in the Best stores
is their evocative Power.

SITE s example should teach us architec6
the difficult leison that not all aspects of
our environment are amenable to the ten-

der touch of our architectural "good taste'
and the fine arts commission. The valu-
able lesson of SITE is that sometimes it is
preferable 0o accept and exult in the ordi-
nary, the banal, and the humorous in our
environment, rather than to enforce the
white-bread dullness of "good taste" and

earth tones all over the place. SITE teaches

us to see the commonplace through new

eyes, with its wacky, wonderful buildings.

-Srpvru IzE,Noun

Mr Izenour practices with the Philadel-
phia firm Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown
-and 

has co-written a number of books on

ro ads ide arc hite c tu re.
Bool<s continued on Page 44
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A rainbow sf colors.,.and the pot of gold, 100.

I Comptete your designs
with Allmetal pre-anodized

and electrolytic f inished

aluminum air spacer, mun-

tin bar and screen frame.

Use ouf wide variety of

standard colors to coor-

dinate all your windows,

doors, skylights and other
opening f ramework. From

basic white and black; to

light and dark bronze, tan

and beige; to a rich elec-
trolytic gold, Allmetal

offers you a choice to
meet your commercial or
residential needs.

Its easy to spec Allmetal
colors. Every major insu-

lating glass, door and win-

dow fabricator uses our
products. And, our stand-

ard colors will match or
accent all popular frame

colors. For complete
specif ication i nformation

and a full set of color
samples, contact Al I metal.

Don't forget about mill
finish and clear anodized
aluminum, as wellas elec-
trogalvanized steel for

i nsu lati ng glass interiors,

After all, sometimes the
most approprrate coiot is
no color at all.

Standard colors avail-

able from stock, Other
colors available on
custom order. Ask your

suppliers about the colors
from Allmetal

Circle 106 on information card

Color-lno spacer in light bronze, dark
bronze and black anodiz€d aluminum.
Also available in black steel.
o Colorin is a regigorsd tEdsnark d Lorin Indugds

Muntin bar in Color-lno anodized and
paintsd aluminum. Manv color varia-
tions possible lro coordiriate or accui
spacer shades.

Clear Anodized Aluminum, Electro-
gah/aDized Steeland Mill Finish
Aluminum Space. "colors'i

Elec{rolytic gold air spacer and
muntin bar (intsrnal or €xlornal
trame possible).

I
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The American Design Adventure: 1940'
1975. Arthur J. Pulos. (MIT Press, $50.)

This chronicle is the sequel to Arthur
J. Pulos's American Design Ethic ol1983,
a chronological and factual overview of
American design from the colonial era to
1940. From both books one can readily
conclude that American design history is

grounded in pragmatism (our only philos-
ophy) and in the twin forces of democ-
racy and technology, of which John
Kouwenhoven has written so eloquently.
Architects should be interested in this book
because they have played a role in the
history of modern design and because most
environmental designen rely on industrial
design products to characterize contem-
porary architecture.

Historiographically, Pulos employs an
organic model of history-cycles of con-
ception, birth, service, death, and
renewal-to frame his discussion. He
believes that technological products are
transitory in character, "constantly being
made obsolete by advancing technology
and changes in public need and fancy."
Pulos also implies that there is a hierar-
chical system of values in American design

in which "lower order" products evolve
into "higher order" ones, with the higher
incorporating all the attributes of the lower.

The designer's role in this is dual: "as the
humane and esthetic conscience of indus-
try" and as a "surrogate for the consumer."

There is, of course, a contradiction in
this role in that conscience, in an indus'

try increasingly driven by marketing strat-
egies, is not a high value. In fact, after
reading Pulo's account of our design his-
tory, one can conclude that conscience
and surrogation have as high a profile in
industrial design as affordable housing does

in architecture. And the esthetic intents
of industrial designers, "their aspirations
to eternal value," fail to resolve the social
contractions inherent in the profession.

Thematically, Pulos's history begins with
the pre-World War II context for design
and with the designer's role in the war
effort; then it moves on to the institution-
alization of modernity as our way of life,
brought on not only through products but
also through an ethos that designers help
fabricate, to postwar culture and conspic-
uous consumption, to the professionaliza-
tion of design practice, and the formal
education of designers, to the internation-
alization of design, and to the role of
design in society. Throughout all this Pulos
documents the inclusion of human fac-
tors in design and the important changes
in materials for industrial products.

To blend these themes into a history,
Pulos relies on the products themselves,
which he sees as mirrors of life, reflect-
ing the spirit of their times. Pulos imag-
ines the products as unique solutions to
problems, evolving toward the perfection
of "type forms." Categorically, Pulos-
desciibes the design characteristics of
houses, furniture, large and small appli-
ances, tools, flatware and dinnerware, all
kinds of equipment, instrumentation
devices, and transportation vehicles.

Based on Pulods presentation, it seems

that the idealism that underwrote a good
deal of the origins of modern design prac-

tice was relegated to the organizations that
were formed to promote or regulate design,

and that design practice has been shaped
largely by clients and the profit motive.

American design philosophy is charac-
terized as "combining esthetic principles
with empirical exploration and practical
experience." This approach has some lim-
itaiions in practice and in Pulo s account-
ing of the history of practice. In our time
there are the issues of technology trans-
fer to the Third World and the consumer
economics and materialism to which such

transfers are related. There is no mention
of alternative appropriate technology in
industrial design, the kind of thing that
Mctor Papanek advocates.

Pulos, an industrial designer and chair-
man emeritus of the department of design

at Syracuse Univeniry has written a broad-

brush history focused on style that no
doubt will become the foundation for more

specialized studies. The book is clearly
written. well illustrated, and finely designed
(except for a strange bibliography). HgY
ever, it is only a fint step toward a social
history of American design.

HEnsEn'r GomrnrEP

Mr Gottfried teaches qt lowa State Uni-
versity's college of design.

Over TOO,OOO DRY-BLOCI{!] units
used in the Charlotte Coliseum

The beautiful, split-face masonry uniB making

up the walls of the fabulous Charlotte Coliseum

aie protected from the elements by the DRY-

BLOCK@ SYstem.
Depend on DRY-BLOCKP the original' integral

water-repellent system for lasting beauty that

stands up to whatever Mother Nature dishes out'

For the futl story on the Charlotte Colireum'
justdrop usa line.

7221 West Parkland Court
Mifwaukee. Wl53223

(41413s4-44C0
1 (8OO)ss8-7O66
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dadmire.
{ndrewJaclson's

The roofing sysrem selected was ASC pacific's
4tlrin. standing seam panel produced from
4 gauge prepainted Galvalume sheet. The paint
vstem is a polyvinylidene fluoride/70% Kvnar
:sin. The color is midnight bronze. A low profile
dgevent along all hips and ridges is painred to
ratch the roof panels. Overall, the roof covers
5,000 sq ft.
The Andrerv Jackson Visitor's Center includes

theater, museum, cafe, museum store, offices,
Leeting rooms and other amenities.
The next rime you're in Nashville, visit The
ermitage and the Visitor's Center. There's a
:nse of American history. And a sense of how well

modern materials can be made to blend tastefullv
with the pasr-ar a sensible price.

For more information on prepainted Galvalume
sheet and its many benefits, call roll-free
1-800-352-5700, Ext 400. Or u,rite Bethlehem Steel
Corporation, Industry Marketing Division,
Bethlehem, Pa. 18016

Adrninistrators: The Ladies' He^rmitage Association, Nashviile, TNArchite-ctl Robinson Neil Bass e as"o""i"G", l,6"ir"riil". fxGeneral Contractor: Buchanan C"""i"""ii.iib--, incl,'Nashville, TNRoof Installer: Central Tenncsse. C"tt."."JSijiirg,ii""a"""o.ville, TNBuilding components Supplie^ri eSc-i,;"iii; i;;; &a'Juuire, rxPrepainted Galvalume stieet supplier, B.iirt;i;;;:;!i corpo"ation.

Bethlehem@
('l-lU) (;rltaluDrc is a tridemark of BllC Inrcrnarional. Inc
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(6 None of us studied
architecture expecting to be

defendants in a lawsuit. Most
architects are creative PeoPIe-
they may or may not be busi-
nessmen, although the better
they are in business the bet-
ter it is-but few expected to
be defendants in this chang-
ing profession. It's something
that has affected me Person-
ally, and,I expect, the growth
of many architectural firms.
It's caused me concerns, maYbe

burned me out, in spite of the
fact that we've won every one

of our suits.
In the middle '70s to the

early'80s,I felt insurance was

the biggest problem architects
faced-that and litigation. And
it's a continuing Problem, no
question about it. But I think
that today DPIC ComPanies
is with us for our entire future.
Although we had onlY had
two other insurers in 69 Years'
we really moved awaY from
our previous insurer without
any hesitation. DPIC was

the first insurer that ever dis-

cussed loss prevention. And
they were the first insurer
that ever gave a damn about
how we practiced architecture.
That makes us very comfort-
able. Because, reallY, theY are
the most important Partner
in this firm. TheY Provide us
with the assurance we need

to know they are going to
be there. They assist us in
undertaking contracts and
procedures necessarY to trY
to keep out of trouble in this
litigious world. TheY Provide
us with legal counsel when
there's a problem brewing. In
fact, we took advantage of
their Early Warning Program
just this week.

I feel verY good about
them. ?2

d^l* D*l Dls^

Professional Liability Insurance
For Design Professionals

DPIC COMPANIES
ORION
CROUP

Desiqn Professionals Insurance Company ' Security Insurance Company of Hartford

The eonnecticut lndemnit5 Conlpanl
Itiii""llirlr,."r?r,ai ex"lriit:"nct*n.knfindePen-denJagents Pleasecall

I,gbo ogz e+oo'lincalifornia)or 1800.227-4294 fortheagentservrngyourarea.

2959 Monterey-salinas Highway, Monterey, California 93942

Circle 52 on information card

Daue Dubin is a princiPal

in Dubin, Dubin and

Moutoussamy, a 71'Year-

old archite c tural f ir nt

based. in Chicago. He is

past president ofboth the

Chicago and Illinois AIA.

We ualue our relationshiP

with his firm and thank

hirn for his willingness to

talk to you about us.
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Discut)eru
The results of our 1989 Discovery

search begtn on the next page. You may
recall that we asked architects whose
buildings had not previously been shown
in the national architectural press to sub-
mit recent buildings or designed objects.
We received significantly more submis-
sions than for our two earlier Discov-
ery issues, and the overall quality was
the best yet. From just over 600 entries
by more than 200 firms or single practi-
tioners, we selected 16 buildings and
eight objects.

The great majority of submissions fell
broadly in what is generally considered
today's design mainstream. The selection
criteria we used were the same as for
all buildings we publish. Our main
emphasis was on the building or object
as an experience. Is it harmonious with
its environment? Is it comfortably and
appropriately scaled? Is it user friendly
as well as useful? Is its design interest-
ing, pleasing, fresh rather than
derivative?

We are grateful to all who submitted.

-AnpN FnBpvraN
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Above, elevation on Hillsborough Bay.
Below, V-shaped courtyard with 200-

yearold oaks. Facing page, slivered court
with trellises, now overgrown with vines.A

o

o

o
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Civic Harmonv
Library addition and renovation, Ilorristorvn, N.J.

Short & Ford .tchitects, Print:eton

il,,Ln r'

r*f,

-8.

c
oE

he original public library of Morristown, N.J., was

designed in 1917 by Edward Tilton of McKim, Mead
& White. In the 1930s a children's library was added.
Fifty years later, Short & Ford Architects of Prince-
ton, N.J., was asked to expand the library to twice its

existing 17,000 square feet and in the process has

reconstituted the library's role as a piece of civic architecture'
The addition rectifies past planning mistakes and completes the

library in a way that seems inevitable.
Ac-ording to architect Charles A. Farrell, AIA, the original

library faced a small side street that intersected with the town's

main ihoroughfare , South Street. Across the street from the library

is St. Peter'JChurch, an imposing edifice to which the library
refers in its use of the same granite and a crenelated tower to

mark its entrance. Eventually, facing the church on the other
side of South Street, a town hall was constructed during the l930s'

itself an imposing monument of limestone' with its own gener-

ous greensward, reflecting pool, and World War I memorial'

Farrell's solution ingeniously interprets the existing plan as

an incomplete H-shaped scheme and adds the missing pieces'

In virtualiy duplicating in height and massing of the 1917 wing,
with some interpretive Gothic details, the addition becomes the
perfect mate for the original. lt properly reorients the building's-"nt.un"" 

to a forecourt that faces South Street and places within
it a small jewel that upstages the original towered entrance. Far-

rell recalls that the library's director often referred to the origi-
nal building and its collection as a "big little library, meaning
that they hia a Uig collection but it had a small-town charac-

ter." The limestone pavilion that now sits at the library's center

and serves as its entrance is Farrell's interpretation of the "big
little" theme. This virtually freestanding piece houses the rare

books in a single oak-paneled room on the second floor and

becomes a one-room library of its own.
As the interior spaces are redistributed, the original children's

library becomes an orientation center with a central desk and

plenty of chain for browsing through books near a large fireplace'
The iirst floor has a new children's wing, a high-ceiling periodi-

cal room, and staff areas, while the second floor has more stacks

an<l a history center. Below grade is an auditorium and storage'

Best of all, the renovation has returned the previously cluttered
1917 wing to is original use as an open *1,ililTTi. 

C*,rr",u

Top and immediate right, South Street elevation of the original
lib-rary (at left in top photo) and new addition, joined at the-ce.n'

tnr by li^esione entry portico with rare book room above' Right

middte, oak-appointei rare book room; far right, main desk area

and orienlation room.

The odd thing about the librarY
is that it originally ignored is impor-
tant position on South Street. The
1930s addition only made matters
worse because its side entrance faced
South Street. Farrell relates that the
library building committee was con-
cerned that the addition be in har-

mony with what was alreadY there'
that the old and new not apPear as

"some kind of odd couPle standing
on the corner."
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Loft House Fits into Hillside

Veverka-Kruse residence, San FYancisco

Massey & Veverka Architects

n San Francisco's Bernal Heights' the streets are steep

and narrow, the houses are small, and the population is

diverse, thoroughly integrated, and intent on pro-te-cting

the community from insensitive development' Most
houses cover the width of their typically 25x70-foot

lots, and many have steep roofs-factors.that lend con-

tinuity to an otherwisl eclectic mix of century-old farm dwell-

ingr, nutto* Victorians, "earthquake shacks" built soon after

19"06, and subsequent infill houses of varying qualilY-' 
-

In'designing thit hout" for Elsie Street on Bernal Heights west

slooe. Ge"rald"Veverka, AIA, was faced with a number of con-

,t.iint . He was required to adhere to the Elsie Street Plan, an

o""tfy prescriptive 
^design 

document influenced by Christopher

Alexan'defs .A Pottu* Ilonguogn' He had to win approval of draw-

ings and a model by some 30 neighbors during a city review pre-

se-ntation on the UuitOing site; and at three stages of design

development he had to present the design to the Northwest

Bernal Block Club.
Because of the restraints and veverka's desire to make a house

that belongs in its setting, the residence fits in with is surround-

ingr; a"tpii" the restraiits, it is more interesting than any other

""?UV 
htuse. On weekends' says the architect, passersby occa-

sionally stop to look but don't stare'- -V"tJtka, 
now in his 40s, left MBT Associates three and a half

y"u., ugo io join Stephen Massey, AIA, in Massey & Veverka' a

iirm of'four besign professionals in downtown San Francisco.

iti" trou." on Eiiie^Street, which he designed for himself and

his wife (their children are grown and living away from home)'

F

I

^o
o

F

o
o
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is essentially like a loft apartment atop
a floor of two more bedrooms and a
bathroom above a ground-level garage
embedded in a hillside-in all, an
1,800-square-foot dwelling on four lev-
els that satisfied the lender's require-
ments calling for a standard three-
bedroom, two-bath house.

From Mission Street at the foot of
the hill, a disrance of four blocks, the
Veverka-Kruse house pairs pleasantly
with an older one to is immediate left.
But at closer range the new house's
refinement of design is pronounced.
Facing due west and clad in redwood

bu'tinah'rsidetr,ut,tu"11i,1g-plff iJ:il?J1""ii"":',?:,,"
back. On the front elevation, the first two levels extend to the
lot lines on both sides, forming a base from which the cinched-in
upper two stories emerge. On the right side next to a vacant
lot, the base steps up, expressing thJhouse's vertical circulation
as well as the natural slop,e; on the opposite side, a gate opens
to a narrow walkway leading to the backyard. Utility meten
are neatly concealed behind the gate.

To enter the house, you climb stain on a terraced bank and
gain entry from a projecting porch over the garage. Character_
istic of many houses in Bernal Heights and elsew-here in San
Francisco, the entry is understatea.Tnis first floor of living space

is functional, nicely detailed, but unexceptional in layout and
tight in feeling.

_ Insharp contrast, the loft room is a soaring and graceful
36xlGfoot space of pristine whiteness. It rises 25 feet io a peaked
ceiling crossed by six slender white tie rods that express the spare,
taut character of the architecture. Ample daylight, pouring in
from five windows positioned high on the longioutir elevation,
reflects off the white walls and makes the room glow. Veverka
says good cross-ventilation and San Francisco,s reliable foe make
sun control on these windows unnecessarv.

A metal stair at the southeast corner twirls up to the loft over
the kitchen and dining space, and three stepi descend to a
sparsely furnished sitting area. A sculpted fireplace fills out the
north wall; a little L-shaped porch wraps around the room's south-
west corner above the front door. Through a big window, the
view to the west-of houses stacked up the slopei of Twin peaks
and, when the fog lifts, of the distant south tower of Golden
Gate Bridge-fills the west wall.

The house is polite and pristine yet neither sterile nor dull.
It is a well-mannered good neighbor.-Au_EN FnrrlraN

Above left, the house faces due west toward Twin peaks. The
site, next to a vacant lot soon to be built upon, is 25 feet wide
and rises some 20 feet from the curb to the rear of iis 7}-foot
depth. Above, steps climb a tenace in front of thi house": the
front door is slightly recessed behind a porch'on the corner of
t.he house. Far left, in twilight photograph the double-height
interior space can be seen through the big west window.
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Top left, the view from the front door
Above, a dormer interrupts cathedral ceil-
ing on the south side of the house, and
the loft along the north wqll narrows
toward the front. Top right, afternoon sun
streams through west windows. Right, glass

block window on the kitchen's north wall
shields view of adiacent house. Facing
page, from the west window toward the
rear of the house. Walls are gypsumboard;

floors throughout are cork'Z
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Lower level
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nuid Path thrcugh Rainforcst
Between a house and studio in Fuerto Rico

George Warne4 Cambridge, Mass.

r
@o

@

o

ocated high in the rain forests of Puerto Rico where

sudden storms often precipitate landslides, this foot-
bridge is firmly rooted in its surroundings. Rather
than punctuating the dense vegetation with one

straight line, the structure accommodates the
mountainous terrain and defers to the tropical land-

scape yet maintains is integrity as a series of distinct archi-

t""irrtul elements that combine along a steeply sloping site'
Architect George Warner designed the bridge in bits and pieces,

each embedded in its immediate site by powerful stands of bam-

boo and dramatic landscapes. The intimate path ebbs and flows

against the dense vegetation to prevent a complete view of the

fJotbridge from any vantage point. It connects a main house

and stud'io at the w-eekend relreat of the late Fred Mueller, who

collected art and owned the Pace Gallery in New York City'

Warner,30, is now employed by Graham Gund Architects of
Cambridge, Mass., but was a student at Harvard University's grad-

uate sch6ol of design when he received the bridge commission,
which became theiubject of his master's thesis' The design

evolved in fragments: portions near the houses were erected

before the midlle sections were designed. Warner, who also served

68 ARCHITECTURE/OCTOBER 1989

as contractor, lived in the studio house for the year and a half
it took him and five unskilled laborers to build the bridge'

A platform extends from the main house, and there Warner

creafed an outdoor room enclosed by ancient Indian sandstone

screens from Mueller's collection. Steps turn and decend from
this level to a wood-trellised pergola. Then the path travels down

a long gentle curve to a stone wall, built with local materials,

that fiJrces the mountainside in a banana-shaped a-rc' A waist-

high projection from the backstop offers visual relief and a seat-

in! aiea-that recedes into the wall at each end'
tne pattr rises once again from its low stone wall in a series

of curvls to a stepped pier that looks out across the river valley

to more mountaini and down upon the coast of Puerto Rico'
Steel railings reminiscent of Oriental screens protect the look-

out. Farthei up the path is another platform, with benches for-

quiet contempiation bf a sculptural white flamboyan trc'ei beyond

is the final aicent on the curved stairway to the studio'
With the exception of the banana wall, materials are mostly

steel and 
"on"r"i", 

in keeping with Puerto Rican construction
practices. But, like the fluid forms of the jungle, the bridgds curv-

ing g"oa"try celebrates nature.-ElrNR MencnBso MortNo



Facing page, the studio ptatfurm. From the
corner of the main house (ight) the bidge
commences in q wood-trellised pergola.
Above right, paths lead up frim the
stone wqll to both houses. Tbp, o stepped
pier provides dramatic views toward ihe
mountains.
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Entertaining Spaces

Gersch re sidence, Hillsborough, Calif.
House & House fuchitects, San Francisco

I
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tTl his classicist-inspired house in the afluent San Fran-

/ I t cisco suburb of Hillsborough works best as a setting

t for large social functions. At other times, when you

I can wander through its minimally furnished fint-floor
I rooms, you may not particularly warm to it but you

can appreciate the ingenious cost-saving approach
of its architect, the young, four-person San Francisco firm of

and deep vertical reveals segment the white stucco facades, and
deepset windows punctuate them. There is a three-foot-high base
of split-faced limestone and a simple, stepped-out cornice.

A curved front portico sets off the main axis, a high chimney
expresses the axis on the rear elevation, and the long swimming
pool, flanked by landscaping that forces perspective, extends
the sight line on this axis to the rear of the lot.

The gallery-like living room, rising 25 feet to a peaked ceil-
ing and unfurnished except for a baby grand piano, is the house's
major central space. Its gypsumboard wall surfaces are painted
and textured to resemble stone. The walls themselves are thick,
imparting a feeling of solidity and permanance, and the windows
and doors are deep-set. Here and throughout the wood-frame
house, the architects designed to use workers from less costly
trades as much as possible, that is, to employ more framing car-
penters and fewer finishing carpenters. They then selectively used
some expensive materials, such as limestone for floors and col-
umns. Impressively, this house was built in a costly labor market
for only about $100 per square foot.-ArmN FrEpuaN

Facing page, the front (top) and rear ele-
vations. Copper pyramid, the point of
which is visible above the entrance. cov-
ers the foyer In landscape plan, top, the
house, on a corner lot, is oriented toward
the quiet cul-de-sac while the garage faces
the busier street. Above and left, oppos-
ing axial views of the living room.

House & House. Stephen House, AIA, and Cathi House, the
husband-and-wife team heading the office, now are designing a
broad selection of other Bay area houses, none of which resem6les
this one. For this commission, completed in the summer of 1988,
Cathi House was the design architect; Stephen House and James
Cathcart worked as a project team. The clients, a husband and
wife with two children, have entertained comfortablv here with
a sit-down dinner for 110.

The Gersch house faces an 8O-year-old mansion-one of
Hillsborough's nicer ones-across a short cul-de-sac. Symmet-
rical and axial in plan and formal in elevations, the new house
suggests a moderne form of stripped classicism. Setbacks, niches,

i

ffi rfrfrffiiliG
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Evolving Iandscape, Permanent Pavilion

0n an estate near Boston; by Marlon Blackwell,
architect, and James Herou4 landscape architect

his garden ensemble by architect Marlon Blackwell
and landscape architect James Heroux is a classicist
response that respects the wild and natural landscape.
A sequence of formal parterres, the garden alternates
between open and closed spaces along an axis term-

a neo-Georgian house and rolling pastures and unadulterated
low{ying wetlands to the north.

A iectangular, bluestone-paved forecourt provides the transi-
tion from the main residence to the garden and steps down to
an oval sculpture courtyard. An arbor anchors the courtyard's
opposite edge, through which you can descend the hill on a mean-

d-eiing path through woodlands to an old hone paddock.
The lrrangement of the garden, the antithesis of a maze'

encourages exploration through openings in the walls and hedges

away from its formal confines. Yet the open lawn areas in con-
junition with the sheltered arbors provide a series of contrasts

ilong the axis while framing the approach to the garden house.

A composition of simple geometrical forms, the garden house

is set on a plinth and centered on axis. A glass cube 10 feet square

intersects with the brick wall of the drum component and
cantilevers over a reflecting pool, which repeats the circular and

square forms. The brick rotunda component, crowned with a
cone-shaped skylight, is interrupted by a second cube form
pushed out the back elevation, making space for the fireplace.- 

Blackwell and his client, Henry Audesse, fondly recall a pact

they made during the construction. Blackwell agreed n9t to
usswhat Audesse calls the "blasphemous term modern" in
describing the structure as long as Audesse promised never to
call it a gazebo.

The girden is evolving as Audesse adds plants and the exist-

ing vegetation matures. But, no matter how this garden grows'

th-e paiition will remain Blackwell's small but serious exercise

in aichitectural forms and an arresting landscape focus.

-LYnn NesutrH

Right, aerial of the Seven Pines estate; facing page below, gar
deh house is balanced with a bronze statue of Mercury qnd an

observation platfurm with a symbolic gateway to the wetlands
beyond. Below, left, the brick rotunda with a hearth framed by

windows; right, views out through the'sun cube.'

inating with a pristine garden house. The setting on
a 4hacre estate north of Boston is a gentle sloping ridge benveen
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Integfating Appendage
Addition to a suburban Roston house

Stein & Associates. Cambridfle. Ilass.

E

c
a
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Left, the new forms step av'(r]' f't.om a tra-
ditional one. Bottom, a glazed section.tep-
arates the bold, striped, two-.tton, com-
ponent from the clapbtnt.tl hottse. Belttv.,
the vertical massing and palette continue
within. Right, light flood.s the new space.

First floor

F+#

I

!
E

-,r4-l

he Cambridge, Mass., firm of Stein & Associates has
assembled several discrete forms of contriutins colors
and materials to define a new living space forihe Ben-
nett house in Chestnut Hill. Mass. Appropriately in-
spired by aggregate traditional NewEnejand firm-
houses, Robert J. Stein. AIA, extendecl the 650_

square-foot addition from the rear of the c.lonial-styre house,
creating a whole greater than the sum of its parts.

Sited near the front of a one-acre lot in th'e affluent Boston
suburb, the barn-red clapboard house built in the r930s offered
its large and private backyard as the logical place for expansion.
The sequence of spaces making up rh; addition tregins';ith ;
larrow. glazed section whose opposing doon and slate floor estatl
lish a minor but useful cross axis.

^ 
Next is the most prominent c()mponent, the vertical two_story

form executed in a black ancl yeilou'striped pattern b'th insidi
and out. A shallow gable parallel to that of the main i,our" p.o_
vides an intimate exterior scale for rhis component. which on

the ground floor is the dining room. For the next space, the fam-
ily room. Stein provided a cathedral ceiling and a wall of win_
dows for abundant natural light. This secti,cn repeats the red
clapboard siding and white-framed windows of the main house.

Anchoring the addition is another form clad in white brick.
The rear wall is punctuated with a large window placed on axis
with the entry foyer of the original house. The raised slate hearth
along.this wall.incorporates an existing rock outcropping and
flows into a built-in inglenook defined by an arced partit'ion.

In the original house, Stein enlarged the kitchen and reoriented
the first floor to respect the centered entry of colonial tradition.
On the second floor, he tucked an expanded master bath and
laundry room within the striped element, a use reinforcins this
section's reference to an Aldo Rossi bath house.

An appendage completely different in character from the oris_
i'al, Stein's addition nevertheless complements its elder 

"o-pu"n-io.n while integrating the various paits into a functioning
whole.-LvNN Ntsnrr.g
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Referential, Spacious, Tightly Wrapped

A TZ:+^l^^- --.111^ f{|^^*^}^-

A Sphinx and a Former Factory

House at Stinson Beach;Hollis Street Project

Banta/Collins, Emeryville, Calif.

he beach house at right and the converted factory
on the following pages are works of an unconven-
tional year-old professional partnership, Banta/
Collins, in the small, Bay area industrial city of
Emeryville, Calif. Philip Banta, AIA, is a 39-year-

old Harvard- and Berkeley-educated architect who
previously worked for SOM and ELS Design Group; Francis Col-
iins is a builder-developer who was trained as an artist' As Banta

explains the working relationship, he runs the firm, which con-

sis-ts of one other registered architect and three graduate archi-

tects, and Collins brings in much of the work and is an active
participant in the design process.- 

For this house at Stinson Beach, Calif., just north of San Fran-

cisco, Collins, with a family of five, was both client and builder'
The photographs artfully disguise the fact that the house fits
snugly on inarrow lot in a beach-house row. Clinging to a canal,

its foundation grabs the narrow sandy beach with four concrete,
sphinxlike paws. Steps down to the beach between the inner paws

and a pediment over an end bay, one of three, make the little
houselnto an oddly asymmetrical waterside temple.

The plan is an H whose parallel wings (one of which is trun-
cated) ire joined by a cential rotunda. The long outer walls of
the H are ttrr""o with little window penetration, providing pri-

vacy from close neighbors. (The west elevation at right was pho-

togiaphed across a itill-vacant lot.) Framed in steel, the rotundas

"u"*"d 
glass windows and doors allow views and breezes through

the hou-se from front to back. The narrow end elevations and

the walls facing inward are glassy as well. The rotunda is a gen-

erously sized and welcoming entry foyer and connector between

the sle-eping wing on the east side (three bedrooms and trvo baths)

and the we-st wiig, comprising a kitchen and dining area flanked

by sitting rooms at the wing's ends. 
_- 

Interi5rs are bright, pleasant, and durable. The small living
room especially seems 

-designed 
around the views-of the canal

through a wraparound window wall with butt-glazed- corners,.of

the oiLer wing of the house across the grassy court through slid-

ing doon, and'of the western sky through a broadly arched win-

dolw above the fireplace (photo on next spread)' You settle in

comfortably and soon appreciate the way sunlight animates the

space.
While the exterior seems introverted, formal' somewhat mys-

terious, interiors are open' casual, and welcoming' Contradic-

tions make the house all the more interesting'
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Above, the western elevation. The entrv
rotunda protrudes above the flat roof.
Gabled roof over clerestory defines tie
living room. Glazed bays extend from
north and south ends of house. Left, the
uiew frcm actoss the canal. Rtght, Columns
intended to support roof over patio outside
master bedroom were left freestanding
when roof was dropped from the design.
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Above. the living room's deep bay, .facing
the canal, has butt-glazed corner's' Window

over Jireplace faces west. Right, the
rotunda through open front door itt view

towarcl the canal. Floors throughout the

house are sealed concrete.
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he rotunda above is the pivot within Banta/Collins's
renovated 1916 International-Harvester truck factorv
in Emeryville. The Hollis Street proiect. as it is now
called (exterior photo, overleaf), piovides 20 suites
of well-designed, relatively inexpensive space for

,. young entrepreneurial companies. Tenants include
an audiovisual presentation firm, an as-bestos testins laborafo.an asbestos testing laboratory,
and a restaurant. Banta describes the building as ari"efficient'
glass engine for office workers."

The architects stripped the building to its bones (concrete col-
umns, steel trusses, wood-plank roof), inserted a second level,
which required new foundation work, and replaced the o;igi;al
metal-sash windows and brick knee wall with wood-sash winiows
fabricated on the site and a stucco knee wall. By structural neces_
sity, they preserved many horizontal and vertilal X-braces used
for shear, exposing and exploiting them. Banta/Collins also drew
from the areas artists and-artisani, as shown by the bold artwork
l$l"l The interior spaces are bold but comfortabl" ;;J;;y_ -
thlng but corporate-slick.-Arr-EN FnppuaN
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Belox', exterior photos show Banta/
Collin.s'.s new window/knee-wall system on
the Hollis Street Pro.iect. The main
entrance and building corners Qre ex-
pressed trith towers that bring daylight into
thet building and become beacons at night.
Ri.qht, a t1'pical interior space rthere orig-
inol exterior metal sashe.s were reused to
t'nclosa a seconcl-stor-r' con.ference room.
Focinl4 page, the new restaurant fits into
0 corner spqce. 2
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Mission
TbArmenia

Afber ea'rthquake, u.s. end souint arcluitetts coUnbryrafu.
By Chriskypl?nr Arunld,, AIA

O

One Friday evening in late March of this
yeati seven American architects could be
found in a high-ceilinged room of a con-
verted mqnsion on a main street of
Yerevan, the capital city of Soviet Arme-
nia. They were engaged in the familiar last
throes of preparing for a design review:
perched on ladders, searching for pins and
Scotch tape, adding last-miiute iouches.

In ones and twos an audience assem-

The 1988 earthquake destroyed Spitak and
took 9,000lives in the small town.

1,000 times the energy release of a 5.9
earthquake.)

ln seismic terms, the Armenia earth-
quakes were moderate to large; tley were
not like the great earthquake of San Fran-
cisco (8.3) or New Madrid, Mo. (8.2). How-
ever, the devastation in the 400-square-
kilometer (150-square-mile) epicentral
region was severe. Officiallv recorded

ble/. The leypr of the team began a presentation, an interpreter
at his side. The audience of architeits and officiars risteied
intently; at the end, there were applause and questions. An Arme_
nian architect, director of a state architectuial design office that
was workplace for some 200 architects, and in wh6se iffice the
Americqn team had worked, rose to respond to the Aierican
presentation. "In a very short time,,' he said, ,'they 

have under
s-tood our problem. They haue a feeling for our city and they
have created its architectural face. end-t must teti you that I
have watched seven architects work as one man."

After his words, other officials spoke. The chief architect forthe state constntction agency chaiged with executing the work
p-romised implementation of the ideas presented. Ai qrchitect
from Moscow, in charge of the entire ieconstntction planning,
praised the work in idigmqtlc English, saying, ,,This ias the fTitgroup of visitors that, besides coicern, broight atso their pLn_
cils, pens, and minds, qnd created d.esigns for us.,'

This American team.had just spent i wiek on the design of
the new city of Spitak in Soviet Armenia, a project to ,efhc"e aq! wped out in the devastating earthquake o7 yo", 

^orti, p-rioi
This Friday evening presenntion to the Armenian Architects,
Union marked the end of the first collaborativn pton"i"g-pii1-
ect in history between American and Soviet arciitects 

"ii piL"_
ners. 

.This is the story of that collaboration: how it origina[ei,
how it was organized, how it took place, and whqt il p7;;;;;;.

deaths numbered more than 25,000, but
the final count may be twice that number. Nearly 20,000 peo-
ple were injured, and 500,000 were left homeless and relocated
to other areas of Armenia and to other cities in the Soviet Union.
including Moscow, 1,200 miles distant.

Armenia's second-largest city, Leninakan, with 239,000 inhab-
itants, sgtrgqed 80 percent damage or destruction. Kirovakan,
the republic's third-largest city with 150,000 inhabitants, suffered
25 percent damage or destruction. The smaller industrial citv
of Spitak, population z2,W,was destroyed and about 9,000lives
were lost there. Nearly 20 smaller towns were heavily damaged;
and.S0O.villages were damaged and 100 of those *".e Aestrolea.
In all, direct property losses were estimated at more than $i5
billion. To this must be added losses from business intemrptions
and the closing of a nearby nuclear power plant that *". not
damaged in the earthquake. The human losses were incalcula-
ble; tens of thousands of surviving families will be marked for-
ever by the death of parents, children, relatives, and friends.

Almost all the casualties occurred in buildings that suffered
complete or partial collapse, and for the most fart these were
buildings constructed after world war II. precast concrete frame
buildings constructed after 1970 were particularly vulnerable.
The.causes of the poor performance of these buildings have
received much engineering.analysis, and there is ger,Jrut agree_
ment that the problems lie in the use of some poor concepts
combined with inadequate quality control at tire buildirrg.it".

The. Soviet design and construction process is highiy cen-
tralized: many standard plans emanate from Moscow. Th"ese plans,
in theory are modified to suit special conditions such as envi_ 

'

ronmental or seismic requirements occurring in certain regions
of the Soviet Union. Armenian buildings irpposedly wJre
designed to seismic code criteria for a lev6r of ii-engthihat was,
in fact, only about one.half to one-quarter that of the;afthq;ak;s.'

n Dec..7, 1988, beginning at ll:41a.m., two earthquakes,
Iour mlnutes apart, struck northern Armenia. The Arme_
nian Socialist Soviet Republic borders on Tirrkey and lran

i._*:tlas on the.neighboring Soviet republics of Celrgia anJ-
Azer'ardznan. l he tirst earthquake was 6.9 on the Richier scale,
the aftershock 5.8. Fior comparison, the l97l San Fernand;;;hj
ggake was 6.9, the Whittiei earthquake was 6.1, a"a tfr" tggj--
Mexico City earthquake was g.2. lihe scale is logarithmic: eachpolnt represents a tenfold increase in intensity ana a 3O-fotd
increase in energy release. A 7.9 earthquake has uppro*irnui"fy

Mr Arnold, a noted architect and seismic researcher, is a prii
1yfa!of luilding Systems Development, Inc. in San Mateo, Ca.
He is a frequent contributor to titis magazine.
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the foothills. Elementary schools were intenpersed amid the hous-
ing. The city was approached, as in the Russian plan, by an access
road from a new freeway that ran though a light industrial area
and passed a lake. A large sports center, a typical feature of Rus-
sian town planning, bordered the lake. Bypasses enabled the
downtown area to be skirted, and many of the major institutions
were dispersed along a main road that borders on the perimeter
of the downtown area.

The Russian plan was exquisitely drawn, but to small scale;
its individual buildings were represented by white blocks. Their
design was not developed because, with the exception of major
public buildings that would be designed, almost all buildings
would be built from standard plans. We developed our plans in
detail for key areas such as the market, the main square, and
the housing blocks, and Hasselman produced six sheets of
sketches that showed the proposed architectural character of
the whole scheme. These sketches, borrowing judiciously from
architectural themes observed throughout Yerevan, were most
forceful in translating the diagrammatic plans into powerful archi-
tectural and cultural statements. For example, the Armenian let-
tering on the fountain in the main square was contributed by
Pogosian and took the form of the fint few lines of a well-known
Armenian epic poem on freedom. The Armenians afu quite
proud of their distinct culture, and the Armenian flag is dis-
played prominently in our drawings.

Following Pogosians strong support for the ideas our plan pre-
sented, responsible officials, both Armenian and Russian, prom-
ised to try to implement its concepts. In one week we had come
much further than we had expected. To what extent our ideas
might be implemented was impossible to tell, but the reception
went well beyond polite acceptance. The next day our hosts took
us on a tour of the early church architecture around Yerevan.
That night we flew back to Moscow and two days later returned
home.

Much human and professional detail must be left out of this
short account. The great hospitality of the Armenians at all lev-
els and the friendly, professional cooperation of the Russian plan-

ners sharing their programs and plans augurs well for further
cooperation. We left all our supplies behind because the Arme-
nian offices were woefully short of drafting equipment' and we
wooed our Russian friends with the high technology of electric
pencil sharpenen.- 

We came away convinced that under the right conditions an
experienced architectural post-disaster task force can make a

significant contribution. In this instance, however, timing was

evtrything. Had we been there a week or so earlier, the urban
design problems identified by the Armenians would not have

surficed so clearly; a week later, all the decisions would have

been made. We might have implemented other pars of our pro-
posed program, but the force of what we did for Spitak would
not have been possible.

Such a situation demands an experienced team with members
accustomed to travel, able to improvise, willing to play many
roles, sensitive to unusual political and social situations, and will-
ing to put the needs of the team ahead of personal predilections.
A,J Od-ermatt said, "We left our egos at the airport'" This may

sound obvious. but when these criteria are met, as they were in
abundance by this team, the results can be wonderful-a few
weekd work ihat we all will recall with pleasure for the rest of
our professional lives. We will remember Pogosian'words: "E-very

member of this team has a very rich soul, and is a wonderful
artist. Their team is very powerful." E

'Every member of this team has a very rich soul, and is a
wonderful artist. Their team is very powerful.'

tion have not yet left their marks on the Soviet Union. The Rus-
sian planner, unable to travel like his Western counterpart and
denied easy access to international professional literature that
chronicles these developments, has continued along a line of
planning development that was essentially discarded in the West
sorne 20 years ago.

In essence, the Russian post-earthquake decision is as dramatic
a change as would be a decision in San Francisco or Los Ange-
les to develop future suburbs only as high-rise housing. In shifting
to a low-rise building environment for the new cities of Armenia,
the Russian planners were stranded with no viable models and
no time to develop them. One of the characteristics of post-
disaster planning is to throw the planner back on his or her
available resources-there is no time for study tours of new
planning developments, literature searches, and symposia out
of whictr appropriate planning models can be developed. So,

the Russian planners in Armenia tended to continue a tradition
of geometric patterns of freestanding buildings, closely spaced
to be sure, but still occupying the space rather than creating it'
It was this style of planning that we saw in the design for Spitak
and, even more clearly, in the large model of the Russian plan
for Leninakan that the city architect showed us.

The Russian decision to restrict building height fit with our
own concept of appropriate form for the new city' Walking the
streets of Yerevan we found a strong tradition of two- and three-
story architecture, simple but inventive street facades constructed
of the warm Armenian tufa stone, interior private courtyards'
and wide streets that were lively with pedestrians, sidewalk cafes,

and basement bars. Tiaditional city planning elements punctu-
ated the grid. An attractive crescent appealed to us, as did the
great oval plaza on which our hotel was situated, shqing its over-

iized statu-e of Lenin with a fine collection of tufa-faced public
buildings dating from the 1930s to 1950s. We went back to these
forms in our design and tried to create a downtown Spitak that
would have the charm and liveliness that we could see still exist-
ing in parts of Yerevan.

For New Spitak, then, we designed a main street that would
be shared by pedestrians and light traffic. The street was punc-

tuated on one side by a crescent with restaurants, cafes, and a

movie theater and on the other by the main market. A large
plaza accommodated major public buildings and offered a vista
ieading to the church on the hill, as proposed in the Russian
plan. Higtr-density,low-rise housing occupied the central part
of town, with the densities decreasing to single-family houses in
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(MIT Press, 1960). Because most buildings,like the cities Lynch
studied, cannot be perceived in their entirety from any one loca-
tion at one time, effective wayfinding requires that a person know
the locations of places now out of sight and how to get to them.
In short, wayfinding is a cognitive as well as a perceptual task.
It depends on what one knows of an environment as well as what
one sees.

Thinking of wayfinding as cognitive as well as perceptual
broadens our understanding of the kinds of information that an
environment might usefully provide. Such information can be
divided into four categories: (1) signs and numbers, (2)
architectural differentiation, (3) perceptual access, and (4) plan
configuration. Most buildings, of course, have multiple categories
of information; thus attention must be given to both graphic and
architectural variables and the ways they relate to and can rein-
force one another.

Signs and numbers. These are the most cornmon and conscious
forms of information for wayfinding in the architectural environ-
ment. While signs can facilitate both wayfinding and a sense of
comfort and confidence, they are not without their limits. Par-

ticularly in buildings with exceedingly complex floor plans, it
may not be possible-no matter how many signs are used-to
achieve wayfinding performance as good as that in simpler build-
ings without any signage whatsoever. Furthermore, too many signs,

or an effort to convey too much information on any one sign,
can contribute to information overload for building users. In
Wayfinding in Architecture (Yan Nostrand Reinhold, 1984), R.
Passini emphasizes how important it is that building users be
able to take in information from signs at a glance.

Architectural differentiation. For many building users,
wayfinding is facilitated primarily by elements other than formal
signage systems. In this author's study of a nursing home, more
than three-fourths of the aids to orientation mentioned by resi
dents were not signs but rather distinctive elements within the
environment, such as plants, a grandfather clock, or the eleva-
tor. Such features served to differentiate one space and corridor
from another and thus to facilitate wayfinding.

Perceptual occess. Where it is possible to see through or out
of a building-as with an atrium or open gallery-wayfinding is

simplified. It is not necessary to construct a cognitive map of a
building if desired destinations are within one's field of vision.
Similarly, views to the exterior from key decision points such as

corridor intersections and elevator lobbies permit identification
of one s present location by relating it to landmarks in the larger
envlronment.

Plan c o nfiguration. Re-
search suggests that it is far
easier to find one's way in
some buildings than in oth-
ers. What often differentiates
more legible buildings from
those that thwart effective
wayfinding is the configura-
tion of their floor plans. In
general, it appears that leg-
ibility is enhanced and
wayfinding is facilitated
when building plan configu'
rations can be visualized eas-
ily and described readily.
One can think, for example,
of L-, T, or I-shaped build-

ings. Right-angle corridor intersections are more readily noted
and remembered than are oblique relationships. Clarity of plan
configuration is most important when an environment provides
only limited information through signs, differentiation, or access.

Assessimg a,r cluitnctu,ral WibiUW
In summary the design of more legible settings involves provid-
ing and systematically organizing complementary forms of envi-
ronmental information. No single aid to wayfinding is likely to
solve the problem. Indeed, the boundaries quickly blur between
forms of information that might be viewed as solely graphic or
as architectural in character. Both must be considered in con-
cert and in the context of the wayfinding process. Research has
clearly demonstrated that signs can rarely if ever solve problems
created by an illegible and confusing building.

While it is neither possible nor desirable to formulate defini-
tive answers to all wayfinding problems, one can assess the leg-
ibility of proposed or existing environments. The following
questions for design review can both heighten awareness of poten-
tial problems and suggest possible directions for enhancing archi-
tectural legibility.
o Does the building possess some correspondence between exte-
rior and interior? Are primary entries and destinations appar-
ent? Is the visual access provided from exterior to interior?
. Are views to the exterior provided at key decision points such
as corridor intersections? Are primary destinations within the
building made visible through an atrium or open gallery?
. Does the building provide clear identification of regions (such

as wings or organizational departments)?
. Do architectural features (such as artwork, lighting, color, and
finishes) reinforce signage in the identification of key locations?
o Are long, unbroken corridors with many identical elements
along their length (such as office doors) kept to a minimum?
o Is the plan of the building one that can be visualized and
described readily (such I-, T, and L-shaped plans)? Are corri-
dor intersections at right angles rather than oblique angles?
o Are key services and amenities (such as elevator lobbies) placed

at distinctive locations, such as the intersection of major corridors?
o [s the signage system treated as supplemental rather than the
primary form of wayfinding information?
. Is information on signs presented in manageable chunks? Is
information prioritized in terms of importance? Are all signs
treated as components of a system with consistency in design
and placement? Do signs recognize the potential for first-time
or non'English-speaking users?
. Are directories and "you are here" maps located in highly vis-

ible places and oriented to correspond to the environment they
represent (for instance, north to the top and straight ahead)? Is
typography large enough to be legible? Is the user's present Jo-ca-
tion itearty indicated? Can users access map or directory infor-
mation in multiple ways (for example, by store name' category
of merchandise, and location)?

It must be recognized that a legible environment is by no means

a boring one. Quite the contrary it is often the simplest of settings-
such as institutional buildings that provide little or no environ-
mental information-that cause the greatest problems in
wayfinding. Legible buildings, much like the most satisfying of
the cities Lynch studied, can be rich and complex within a coT:
prehensible structure. Well designed environments can and should
support stimulation and exploration as well as orientation. !B
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Desigping Cues for Wandercrs
Sperinl yrceds in nil,rsitng hame,s. By Margaret Calki,yts

J\emographic trends are directing a good deal of attention
I I to the environmental needs of the elderly, both in resi-
-l,J dential and long-term care facilities. This, in turn, has
led to greater interest in approaches to designing environments
for people with dementia, particularly in long-term care settings.

It has been estimated that more than half of the residents in
nursing homes suffer from Alzheimer's disease or a related demen-
tia. Dementia is not a disease; it is a group of symptoms that
include, among others, memory loss, confusion, impaired judg-
ment, and reduced reasoning capacity. The penon with demen-
tia also may experience personality and behavior changes and
have difficulty finding words, finishing thoughts, performing sim-
ple activities such as dressing, or following directions. There are
more than 100 types of dementia-many of which are treatable-
but the most cornmon is Alzheimer's disease, a progressive, degen-
erative form of dementia. There is, at the present time, no
definitive positive diagnosis for Alzheimer's disease. And, while
the various forms of dementia differ, they also are similar in many
respects. Therefore, the acronym ARD often is used to refer to
Alzheimer's and related dementias.

Some people have questioned the need to examine environ-
ments for dementia patients. They suggest that there are other
groups-the cognitively intact but frail elderly, for instance-who
could benefit more from environmental interventions. Although
such groups deserve as much attention as the dementia patients,
there are also compelling reasons to examine the envirbnmen-
tal needs of the cognitively impaired.

M.P. Lawton and L. Hahemow suggested in their 1923 book
In Psychology of the Aging Process, that, "as individual com-
petence decreases, the environment assumes increasing impor-
tance in determining well-being. One corollary of this hypothesis
is that the low-competent are increasingly sensitive to nbxious
environments. The opposite, more positive corollary is that small
environmental change may produce a disproportionate amount
of improvement in effect or behavior in the low-competent indi-
vidual." As people with progressive dementia gradually become
less competent, according to this model, they may benefit more
from environmental modifications. We also itand to learn more
about the needs of the cognitively intact elderly.
__Wandering behavior is a common symptom of ARO. Nursing
H-ome Security and Safety Management magazine estimated in"
1984 that a wandering resident may cost a long-term care facil-
ity up to $?,000 per year in extra staff time spent supervising,
searching for, and retrieving a wanderer. In in average nursing
home of 100 beds, there may be 10 wandering resideits, cost--
ing an extra $20,000 per year. This figure is likely to rise as the
percentage of confused and wandering residents increases in pro-
portion to the number who are cognitively intact but frail oi
nonambulatory.

Historically, the most common means of coping with wander-

M* Calkins, author o/Design for Dementia (National Health
Publishing, 1988), cunently is conducting environmental reseqrch
at the newly opened Corinne Dolan Alzheimers Centen

fl

The Washington Home
Oudens + KnooD, Architect

ing was to restrain the resident, through either chemical or physi-
cal means. This was regarded as saving time, freeing staff to cire
for the other residents. And restraints kept the wanderers safe,
thus ensuring that the facility would meet its legal responsibil-
ity to protect its residents. However, codes usually require that
anyone who is physically restrained be released and exercised
every two hours. Moreover, some staff believed that the chemi-
cal restrain8 most frequently used were causing more behavioral
problems than they solved.

The surge of interest in ARD over the last l0 years has
increased substantially our undentanding of the complex behav-
ioral manifestations of dementia. Wandering need nbt be seen
in a purely negative light. It has many benefits: it provides exer-
cise, it allows residents to maintain some sense of lndependence
and control over their lives, and it can enable the residents to
experience a greater variety of spaces, which may relieve some
of the monotony of being in a single, somewhai restrictive
environment.

- Wande-ring is not a simple behavior. It may reflect any num-
ber of different needs of the resident. A wanderer mav besearch-
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Corinne Dolan Alzheimer Center
SteDhen M. Nemtin, Architect

When new construction is not feasible and the existing build-
ing cannot be modified to provide a continuous corridor, locat-
ing activity rooms at the end of the hallway decreases the
dead-end feeling of the wandering path and provides the wan-
derer the option of joining a social activity.

Since overstimulation can be a problem too, the provision of
a variety of smaller, more private social or visiting areas may
decrease the chances that residents may be overwhelmed. The
designer can introduce fresh ail the sounds of nature, and small
nooks by making the wandering path lead to an outdoor court-
yard. Bird feeders and raised garden planters encourage activ-
ity among wanderen (but all vegetation must be nontoxic). Nooks
add sensory stimulation and relieve boredom for residents. A
window seat that looks out over a scenic view or has a bird feeder
hanging outside can be a pleasant change from watching the
staff and other residents.

Thctile wall hangings that invite residents to touch and manip-
ulate them provide an activity that does not need to be directed
by staff. In a similar vein, staff at one facility with l3-foot-wide
corridors turned a dead-end corridor into a bowling alley. Thpe
on the floor defined the lane, and plastic pins and a rubber ball
were on hand all the time so the residents could bowl whenever
they wished. With some staff direction in the beginning, the res-

idents were able to recall this familiar activity, and soon they
were bowling on their own.

When wandering is a result of disorientation, there is a need
to increase wayfinding cues within the environment' Tiaditional
signage may not be appropriate, as these residents may not be

able to read or to understand what they read' The more abstract
the graphic, the less likely residents will understand it. The
designer should look for methods of repeating the same infor-
mation in several ways and of stimulating more than one sense

by using tactile and olfactory orientation cues when possible.
In signage for bedrooms, the cue can be personalized with
something from a resident's past to which he or she relates.

J\rovision for safe wandering will alleviate the staff's worry
|t that residents have access to potentially dangerous equip-

I ment or environments. Many facilities are struggling with
the issue of locking units for the sake of security, while some
codes forbid locking or disguising devices on fire doors'

Beyond facility design, there are a number of wandering con-

trol products now available. Most such devices are expensive
and involve a wrist or ankle bracelet that triggers an alarm (visual

and/or acoustic) when the resident tries to leave a designated

area. Often these tags are obtrusive. Some companies try to make

the tag less obvious by hiding it in a watch or belt. It is impor-
tant to make sure the resident cannot remove the tag; otherwise
the system is useless. Another system acceptable in many states

(but not all) is electromagnetic door locks that use buttons or
key pads to unlock the doors to allow staff and visitors access

und 
-egtess. 

These are tied into the fire alarm systemlg that when

an alarm goes off the doors automatically unlock. This system

has the disadvantage of limiting all residents.
Wandering is just one behavioral manifestation of dementia'

For others tliere are many' other design principles for support-
ing those suffering from dementia and other disabilities. What
sti-il is missing, however, is research to substantiate many design

principles that now are based on clinical observations. Without
iystematic evaluation of the effects of the built environment,
*" u." doomed to repeat failures rather than overcome them' E

ing for something unattainable, such as mother or home (possibly

even a childhood home), or it may be that the wanderer cannot
find his or her room among 20 identical bedroom doors' Wan-

dering may develop in response to boredom or a desire to do
someihing useful. ("I need to make dinner for my family" might
be an explanation for wandering.) A wandering resident may

be trying to escape from an overly stimulating environment or
may simply be seeking physical activity.

All these needs can be met at least partially through an appro-
priately designed environment. The traditional nursing home
besign-witli a long, doubleloaded corridor and a nursing sta-

tionln the middle with a view into the dayroom-will not ther-

apeutically support wandering. Staff sitting behind a nursing
station may norbe able to see the residents at the ends of the
corridor, and a chronic wanderer may be frustrated by confront-
ing a dead end every time he or she walks down the hall.

A design that features a never-ending corridor allows a wan-

derer to walk without continually encountering barriers. If the
corridor is arranged so that staff members have visual access

along the entire path, they will feel more comfortable about giv-

ing wandering residents the freedom to move about.
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TechyrcLogA & Practice

HowFar
Far-Out

CADD?
Desirablc, Afuwitg
to autrywmtfum.
By Furrest WClson

/Tlh" industrialization of' I building evolved slowly in
I small increments over a

long period of time. In contrast,
the arrival of "smart" objects,
from talking key rings to self-
regulating high-rise buildings,
was sudden. Electronic systems
appeared first as novelty and
became everyday reality in less
than a decade. Le Corbusier, Gropius, and Mies enthusiastically
proclaimed building industrialization and included it in their
design philosophies, but today's architects are not nearly as com-
fortable with "smart" technology and harbor vague suipicions
concerning design by floppy disk.

While there may be some misunderstanding on the part of
architects concerning what and how much computers can do,
it seems that most confusion arises over how much of what archi-
tects do can and should be automated. A comparison of two
very different case studies shows that virtually every project ben-
efis from computer aid but that architecture still requireja human
expert.

In the fint case study, the computer emerges as form genera-
to1 for architects designing the enclosure for Biosphere II, a state-
of-the-art space frame project scheduled for completion next
year. It would have been impossible without computer-aided
design. The second case study is the carving and ionstruction
of a l2th-century-style Gothic cathedral in New york City, begun
60-yean ago and planned for completionin2152. The computer
will not change the cathedral's form but will affect vitallvlts
financing and fabrication.

But first, a general understanding is in order of what intelli-
gence is and how machines emulate it. Marvin Minskv. MIT com-
puter scientist and author of The Mechanisms of Mi;d, sap that
thought can be broken down into separate mental ,,agents.;'Each

mental agent, by itself, does some simple thing. Budoined in
societies of other, seemingly unrelated acts, mintal agents com-

bine to form intelligence. As an analogy, a break shoe, steering
wheel, back seat, bolts, cotter pins, and a few thousand other
specific parts, all in the right place and interacting properly,
become an automobile. Stones, doors, floor tiles, and telephones
can combine to make part of a building, while big ears,long
tongue, and strange name combine to make an aardvark.

The part of Minsky's conclusions that will be more difficult
for architects to accept, he says, is that professional judgment
is so specialized that it is easier to turn into software than are
tasks of common sense. Architects are often offended, he adds,
when their skills are compared to computer software. A typical
person oljecs that he or she doesn't'Teel like a machine," Minsky
notes. "But," he asks, "if people are not some sort of machine
or other, what makes them authorities on what it feels like to
be a machine?"

We can think but we cannot know how the mind works. We
drive can and punch computer keyboards without the foggiest
idea of how they operate. Knowing how to do somethingls not
the same as knowing how it works. Conscious thoughts iend
signal-signs to our mind engines, says Minsky. "We act achiev-
ing our ends in mysterious ways,"

We all know computers are stupid. They make rude noises,
give answers to questions other than those asked, and send the
wrong bills and bank balances. But when the data is correct and
the program well written, computers are doggedly penistent and
can be annoyingly accurat€. Even the earliest comput€r programs
were good at things people consider very difficult- In 1956 a pro-
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be completed in 1992, the north tower in 2002,the transepts in
2052, and the 4Gstory crossing tower in 2152. "Goals are small
and do not end. When we stop, we begin again where we left
off with nothing lost. If we do 12 feet of tower a year, we have
accomplished a minor goal," says Walsh. "If you think of 160

years of construction time, the mind cannot conceive such a

project in its entirety. It certainly is not fast-track."- 
The cathedral builders look forward to integrating the com-

puter into its construction. Walsh, the workers, and the Very
Reverend James Parks Morton, dean of the cathedral, are will-
ing to give "floppy disk masonry" a fair appraisal, and their imme-
diate desire is to use CADD/CAM to help pay for construction'
To understand the significance of this decision, one has to under-
stand the cathedral design, its building process' and the people
involved.

St. John the Divine began as Romanesque and was changed
to Gothic. Buckminster Fuller once proposed a 4Gstory geode-

sic frame as the crossing tower. Others have suggested the tow-
ers be rented out as apartments, the "Cathedral Arms."
Architecture students at Columbia University periodically rede-
sign the cathedral as a class project.The cathedral architect, Ralph
A-dams Cram, set the tone when he said, "I would like to see it
done this way, but change it the way you want." Cram himself
did five or six versions, one of them shortened by 45 feet in order
to save money during the Great Depression.

Morton opened the stoneyard to teach carving to the youth
of Spanish Harlem during the recession in 1976, and the con-

tinu-ed building of the cathedral was a byproduct of that pro-
gram. From a modest beginning with six apprentices, the program

[as gro*n to 40. Cutters and carvers include homeless men and

wornen and people from the prison system who report-and leave

on a strict schedule. Many carvers have not graduated from high
school. When they applied for a job, Walsh gave thema ruler
and told them to come back when they could read it. Those
who took the time to learn he hired. Apprentices stayed, although
the cathedral could not afford their salaries or continuation of
the program. Consequently, the Stoneyard Institute was organ-

ized to find work outside the cathedral.

ince that time architectural styles have changed. Stone is

popular again, and the stoneyard has_returnedto is original
miision ol completing the cathedral and raising money-
roh nrrrsidc nnntreefs When Cram's St. Paul's church in Ythrough outside contracts. When Cram's St. Paul's church in Yon-

The belt tower (right) continues to rise at the rate of 12 to 14

feet a year. Completion of the tower is scheduled for 1992
and the entire cathedral by 2152. A pilot CADD-CAM proiect
is underway to find how much of the thinking and cutting work
can be done by computer in 1989. They anticipate carving will
continue by hand until 2152 (below).

Jacob wrestling with an angel that nvists itself into the DNA mol-
ecule spiral.

The individuals doing the work are no less fascinating. The
master of the works on the Fifth Avenue project is Michael
Drummond, a former miner who learned stone carving in Scot-

land while recuperating from injuries sustained in a cave-in. The
lead carver is avisiting French master mason who is assisted by
carvers from the stoneyard including a Russian 6migr6 profes-

sor of art history. The "top man" on the job is a woman, Kelly
Ingram, who gilds gold leaf to the cross atop the steeple. The
higtrly respecied owner-builder, Melvyn Kaufman, is a steadfast

supportefof the cathedral. He has the distinction of being the
firsf benefactor to have his head carved on it. But "he is too
pigheaded to climb the scaffolding and see it," says Walsh,
ilthough his entire staff has made the climb to admire it.

Given the nature of this pre-industrial undertaking and the
people involved-a situation that demands a maximum of com-
mon sense and a minimum of mathematical theory-what place

is there for the computer? Owner-builder Kaufman says,,"Com-
puters as used at St. John point the way t9 architecture's future'
Today, computers are used mainly as drafting tools.-But when
they ire used to fit an arch stone at St. John, something dif-
ferent is happening."

Kaufman became impressed with the computer as a design

tool when Jerald McCue, chairman of Harvard's graduate school

of design came to his office with a pregiram developed-at Har
vard tJrun on a personal computer. The program could design

complex shapes,-allowing anyone to design and build a house

in an hour. "You can shape a 4x8 panel, study it at any angle, 
-

and visually walk througtrit," Kaufman says. Consequently, Kauf-
man donaied "a barrelbf Macintoshes" to Harvard so that each

student could have one on his or her drafting table. "These are

tomorrow's minds," he saYs.

Walsh believes furthermore that this sort of computer draw-

ing is valuable to the cathedral. 'Although we continue to use

mEtal templates, it is possible to draw the entire cathedral with
the computer. The most complex stone we cut uses from 14 to
16 templates. A carver working on a stone may leave it' and 

.
when hi or she returns will have forgotten where they were' The
computer can tell them.

"The cutters can revolve the entire belfry in space and study

it from all angles," Walsh continues. "We would like to eventu-

ally link the aADD system with a CAM system to actually cut
the stone to approximations our carvers can finish' Drawings

would go from CADD to tlre actual cutting of the stone with-
out human interference."

Although some people fear the computer will change the carv-

er's art, Walsh thilks it will free the carver to do more interest-

ing woik. "I love it," says Alal Byrd,3 master mason who spcnt

il-y""^ on the restoraiion of Wells Cathedral in England' "It
r"*. 

" 
lot of walking." Using the computer in this way also

allows master mason-Byrd to see what master of the works

Walsh has in his mind.
Thomas Mazzotta,a graduate of cornell's school of architec-

ture and president of Computer-Aided Systems Inc', is working

kers ias declared unsafe and its congregation planned to tear it
down, the stoneyard offered to rebuild it for the cost of demoli-

tion. "We did not make any money," says Walsh"'but we owed
it to Cram." More lucrative projects have included restoring the
Soldien Monument, Tiinity Church, the gate towers at Colum-
bia Univenity (by McKim Meade & White), and the brownstone

Presbyterianchurch at Fifth Avenue and 55th Street.

In defining the nature of the work, Walsh says the romantic
part of the job is carving, but the technical experience comes

irom the binker masonJ (those that work on the banker table

shaping the stones). "Originally, we thought that carving would
be tooiifficult, butwe were wrong. The resultswere fascinating-
the carvers reach within themselves and come up with designs

that could only have come from street experience. Ideas for carv-

ing are thrown into a pot, and the group-selects one, and sev-

eril people work on the same carving' If a cutter cannot come

.rp *itft in idea, he or she must carve foliage." Carvings include

a pinnacle of endangered species, Moses'parting of the-Red Sea

eagerly awaited by i penon with surfboard, chariots of fire, and
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with Walsh to automate stonecutting. ,,We intend in the not-too-
distant future to use a CADD system to do three-dimensional
shop drawings with the. help of computer-aided-manufacturing
software. This information will generate a numerically controlEd
plogram to direct an electronic saw used to cut the itone," says
Mazzotta. 'As we see it, a. mason designer will use a CADb syi-
tem to feed in-formation directly and electronically into the man_
ufacturing process. The mason always retains ruir 

"ont.or 
ou"i

the machines and the work to be done."

azzotta believes that this process will not replace the arti-
sans but rather extend their capabilities. fhe arch of
the bell tower served as a pilot project. A byproduct of

the 3D model will eliminate the tiaditional setting-"6ut process,
in which full-scale drawings are drafted on the floo"r of the cathe-
dral. Instead, the artisans can study the geometric relatiionshilps

The idea already has proved workable. The automated saw
already has been used to produce one of the columns of Antonio
Gaudi's Church of the Sagrada Familia in Barcelona. It is
planned that this building, begun in 1903 and worked on until
1926 and then abandoned, finilly will be completed th-ugh;h;
use of CADD and CAM.

In comparing_the particular case studies of the space_age
space frame and the "ancient" cathedral-with the'marveious
cast of characters that contributes to its undertaking-w;;1--
conclusions can we draw about the use of computert in archi_
tegulal design? First, construction techniques, maierials, and meth_
ods have progressed rapidly from the industrialization of builJ-
ing to the industrialization of design. The computer strains
quantities of data for knowledge, optimizes, andireates archi-
tectural form. space frames and airiraft evolve n"* rttup".l.o-
new knowledge as a result of the symbiotic relationship ,iffr"_""
being and machine.

The results are not automatically architecture. A combination
of keyson the computer may activate a structural analysis, bul
no combination will print out an esthetic anarysis. n"p"utla u."rri
tectural elements, even if as attractive u, ,pi"" frames, *ili;;
best form interesting patterns but no rnore. A perfectly regular
meter in verse or in architecture is so monotonous that iibec"omes
intolerable, as Japanese artisans have known to. 

""nturio. 
rt"r]

bert Read explained this concept in The Meaning of Art (pen_
g;rln,ngo$, .1949\. *{ng that,potters often deliSeiut"fy -".the pertect shape which evolves naturally on the potter,s wheel,
because they feel that true beauty is noi so ,"gul,ar.,, In archi_
tectural design, the extent of departure is determined not by
physical laws but by the instinct and sensibility of the stonecut-
ter and the architect.

l* cathedral computer stops short of final completion. It
llpptres templates, warns of misfitted stones, and soon may do
80 percent of the cutting. The 20 percent of the stone left io
the cathedral carvers is enough. The computer does what it does
best, which is to make sense from nonr"rrr", but also leaves mar_gin for humans to do what they do best and dearly lo"; ;;;;.
Humans filter out and treasure nonsense that so wonderfully
symbolizes the human condition-such as enaa.tg"red-rp"fi"r,
spiralling DNA angels, and surfers patiently awaitiig th" iurai;;'of the Red Sea.

, All in all, it seems probable that the computer in the cathedral
nas gone as lar aS it should go. It is best to leave 20 percent of
the stone to be carved by humans, at least until comput"^ i"u_
to laugh. I

of the stones via a CADD drawing at fuliscale.
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Klip Rib'24
gauge, triple
width, single
span 5'0" o.c.
supports over
1,100 pounds.

YOUCNI{NE
ALLTHEBEAT]TY

KLIPRH =*1ffi

WITHOT]TTHE EPENSE
OFPLYWOOD.

The real beauty of ASC
Paci{ics concealed cliP roof and
wall system rs the strength under
those famous good looks.

Clean, unbroken lines, Your
choice of colors, and a subtle
rib design, combined with htgh

weather resistance, a strong

cross section, and warranties
lastrng up to 20 Years make for

a panel that wont let You down.

Call your ASC Pacific
representattve todaY.

Sweets #0741O/ASC
Tacoma. Washtngton
206-383-4955 o( B0O'87 4'87 41

Sacramento California
916-372-6851 or BOO-952-5605

Grapevine. Texas
817'481 3521 or 800 252 2666

Circle 84 on information card



TECII\ICAT TIPS

|7f y usual reluctance ro recom-
rYI mend an association's literature
doesn't apply to the Architectural Sheet
Metal Manual, published by the Sheet
Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors
National Association (SMACNA). It,s a
book that should be on almost every archi-
tect's reference shelf. The manuil des-
cribes and details a wide variety of metal
components, with emphasis on flashing,
gutters, and metal roofing details. Its draw-
ings and text can help the architect design
most of the components for a custom metal
roof.

The substrate. Most metal roofs are not
structural and therefore require a rigid
substrate. The structure must be desiened
with sufficient load-carrying capacity- to
support all expected loads, including the
workers installing the metal roofing.-The
substrate also must be nailable; made of
a material thick and dense enoush to hold
the nails so they can't be pulled 6ut easily.

The two recommended substrate mate-
rials for metal roofs are plywood decking
or wood sleepers. In some areas, local
codes require the substrate be made of a
noncombustible material, and gypsum
board is the material of choice. If gypsum
board is used, the attachment clipi ior
the roof must be installed using nails long
enough to reach through the gypsum and
into the supporting members below.

Waterproofing. Once the substrate is
in place, it is necessary to install two other

The Hows
fuidWhvs of
Sheet Metal

Roofs
Rncommend(rtirytls
for specifying arul

dekxtfu r.oofs.

standing seams run vertically down the
roof. while bermuda roofs hive a distinc-
tive horizontal character. Flat seam roofs
produce little or no pattern. Regardless,
there is minimal structural diffeience in
these roof types.

Batten seam roofs are more resistant to
uplift than standing seam roofs. Flat seam
roofs typically are used on roofs with a
pitch less than 3 inches per foot, stand-
ing and batten seam roofs are not recom-
mended on roofs with a pitch less 3 inches
per foot. Bermuda roofs should have at
least a pitch of 212 inches per foot.

Roofing pans are formed of sheets,
either with an onsite portable roll-forming
machine or in the factory. The differenci
between sheets and pans is important to
remember. If a 20-inch sheet is specified
for a standing seam roof, the ultimate pan
width will be anywhere from 161/q to llt/n

inches wide, depending on the height of
the seam. This measurement difference
applies to all four types of roofs.

Widths of sheets or pans often are deter-
mined by the gauge of the metal or, in
the case of copper, its weight (in ounces).
For example, on a bermuda roof, the sheet
width for 26-gauge galvanized steel should
be between 20 and 24 inches. The sheet's
width can be increased to 26 to 28 inches,
if the gauge is increased to 24. The excep-
tion is on batten seam roofs. where the
maximum recommended distance between
battens is 20 inches.

One reason for limiting the width of
the pans is oil canning, a term used loosely
to decribe the waviness that occurs in flat
metal-roofing panels. It usually is either
a result of the manufacturing process
and/or because of unrelieved expansion
and contraction.

During manufacturing, the cold-rolling
equipment often "squeezes" the edges of
the metal sheet more than the center, cre-
ating an uneven surface, hence. an uneven
distribution of stress and a wavy appear-
ance of the roofing panels. Metals that
are highly reflective, such as copper, visi-
bly show more oil canning than less reflec-
tive metals. However, over a period of time,
the copper roof will lose the wavy look
as it develops a patina.

But where harmless oil canning ends
and destructive buckling begins ii hard
to determine. Localized bucklins often

occurs through improper handling.
Long flat sections of flashins or
paneling shouldn't be allowet to
drape, kink, or "fish-eye," and all
long metal sections require proper
support before they are installed.

Buckling can be prevented sim-
ply with good installation proce-
dures. For example, termination
points, cleats, and clips should not
constrict the edges of the panel
when thermal stresses build up;
they should allow the panel to
move. Limiting the panel size also
will help eliminate a certain
amount of expansion and con-
traction.

Metal panels that have been fin-
ished with a dark-colored coatine.
of course, will absorb hieher lei-
els of thermal energy, an"d thus
expand a great deal more than a
roof panel that hasnt been painted
or has been painted a light color.
Do not use reflective paint fin-
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materials before the metal roof-
ing is attached. The first material.
laid directly over the substrate is
a waterproofing membrane, usu-
ally 3O-pound felts. On a moder-
ately sloped roof, each successive
plyshould lap the previous ply
by four inches. A waterprooi
membrane should be considered
for any metal roof with a pitch
of less than three inches pir foot,
particularly in climates that expe-
rience ice or snow. After the felts
are in place, rosin-sized buildins
paper is laid over top to act as i
slip sheet to reduce friction and
to allow expansion and contrac-
tion between the waterproof mem-
brane and the metal roofins.

The metal. Several diffeient
metals and their various coatinss
are commonly used for roofing
{see December 1987. page l4l).

Much of the difference between
roof types is visual. Batten and



ishes-they will accentuate the appearance
of oil canning, although they do not con-
tribute to its creation.

The thickness of the metal and the
smoothness of the underlayment also will
affect oil canning. Specify the thickest
mctal the application calls for; this isn't a
place to cut costs. Before the metal pan-
els go down, it's best to inspect the under-
layment. Check to see that it is smooth
and has been laid correctly. Consider giv-

ing the metal roofing contractor the right
to approve or disapprove the substrate
before proceeding.

Fasteners and corrosiorz. It is important
that fasteners be galvanically compatible
with the metal roofing. This recently was

made clear to me through inspection of a
copper roof that had been installed 50

years ago and today is leaking badly.
Despite its age, the copper still had years

of lile in it, but the roof's major point of
failure was its galvanized nail fasteners.
The roof no longer was attached to the
substrate, because virtually all the nails
were corroded through.

Remember your galvanic chart and dont
use dissimilar metals for fasteners, flash-
ing, copings, and gutters. In fact, any metal

coming in contact with the roof should
be similar or the same. Even runoff from
copper flashing or condensation lines to
mechanical equipment above or across a
galvanized metal roof eventually will cause

it to corrode. If dissimilar materials can t
be avoided, separate them with noncon-
ductive paint, washers, or taPe'

You can expect a poorly finished prod-
uct from a poorly or inadequately detailed
design. To help produce good details, you
might begin the design process by calling
in i qualified contractor who has a track
record installing metal roofs and can help
avoid problems and suggest details. If- a
manufacturer supplies you with details,
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st"n rcht ral dli'fferenne

in thnse Wpes
of metnl rooft'rtg WSteYns

don't automatically rely on them. Review
them with the contractor and make
changes where necessary to meet your par-

ticular situation. If the manufacturer wont
warranty the roof with your changes, con-
sider finding a different manufacturer or
having the roof made from scratch.

Some of the fint problems to be resolved

are the roof joints and connections'
Because sealants can be the weak link
for leaks, design your flashing and closure
details so they don t rely on sealants to
keep the water out. For years, metal roofs
have been designed and built to success-

fully keep out water without the use of
sealants, and it still can be done today.

Fint, design a roof with an adequate
slope, to get the water off quickly. Any
metal roof with a pitch less than three
inches per foot should be treated as if it
were flat. Don t design elements or areas

into the roof that will impede the flow of
water, and consider the problems related
to ice dams and ponding. Thoroughly
review the locations of all elements that
require roof penetrations, such as mechan-
ical unis. They should be along ridges
and in built-up areas.

Because flashing, closure, and metal trim
details often make or break the appear-
ance and serviceability of a metal roof ,

the SMACNA people recommend that the

architect review shop drawing details care-

fully. Require submittals on all details
inc[udingjoints, flashing, fastening, and
substrate support and location. Make sure

to pay attention to the following:

o Check the placement and size of clips
and cleats. Do they allow the panels to
expand and contract?
o Examine the edges of the panels, par-
ticularly at the eaves. They should be
cleated in place-not nailed through-so
they are able to move.
. Flashing should not be surface mounted.
. Check the number of exposed fasteners.

The fewer the better-exposed fasteners
develop fatigue over time and require
maintenance. Find a way to detail roof
connections using few or no exposed
fasteners at all.
o While checking the number and type
of fasteners, don't forget their spacing.
. Of course, fasteners should be made of
the same or similar metal as the roof. If
the fasteners aren't the same or at least
similar, insist on seParation.
. Check for sufficient overlap between ele-

ments to avoid one element pulling away

from another and subsequently exposing
the material below. Require that lapped
sections be notched, or use backuP
plates.
. When using concealed built-in gutters
make sure they are soldered' not nailed,
together. Even built-in gutters of pre- 

-

finished galvanized or aluminum should
be soldered. However, because of galvanic

corrosion, don't use copper; use stainless
steel. Of course, solder shouldn't be used
on other portions of a prefinished roof
because it will damage the finish. Take
into account that gutters at some time
will overflow.
. Check that the contractor is not relying
on solder for strength at joints'

-TIrrorsY B. McDoNeI-o

Bitl Zshner of Zahner Sheet Metsl: John

Stratton, SMACNA's Director of Tbchni-
cal Services; and Rosalind RaYmond
contributed to this article.



PRODTICTS

Contemporary ltalian Lamp
The Model D5 halogen lamp,
left, designed for LucePlan
by Paolo Rizzatto and Sandra
Severi Sarfatti has a sail-like
reflector. The screen, of lac-
quered aluminum, is adjusta-
ble, allowing the light beam
to be oriented to avoid slare.
LucePIan
Circle 402 on information
card

thbles and Modular Work Surfaces
Surfaces Office Systems, above, from Ele-
nrents lnc. include a wide varietv of
workstations and modular tables in manv
materials. Radius rounded-edge banding
is available in either natural ash or black
PVC. Accessories include hanging and lat-
eral files, hanging storage, adjustable key-
board drawers, pencil drawers, modesty
panels, wire grommets, tubes, printer grom-
mels, and a bookcase.
Llernents Inc.
Circle 40-l on inlbrmstion card

Dressing Table and Stool
The Emozioni contemporary dressing table
and stool is part of the Hastings TilJ
& Il Bagno Collection. The table, right, is
mounted on a column of chrome-plated
tubing and has a teardrop shaped,
t/z-inchthick black crystal top with pull-
out drawer. The mirror is adiustabte and
has a low-voltage halogen light. Both stand
and stool are available in black with pol-
ished gold-plated tubing.
Hastings Tile & Il Bagno Collection
Circle 404 on information card

Stacking Chair
The Polar stacking chair, above, was
designed by Komplot Design of Copenha-
gen for Thonet Industries. The chair fea-
tures a bentwood arm and leg, seat back
of molded plywood, and back support and
rear legs of steel wire. It is 2lx25x30lz
inches.
Thonet Indu.strie.r
Circle 401 on inlormation card

Products is written by Amy Gray Light
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Acoustic Ceiling System
New Intersections suspension system from
USG Interion, right, is based on two dif-
ferent sizes of ceiling panels installed at
a slight angle to walls and corners. The
ceiling is then finished with naturally tex-

tured two-foot-square Acoustone Frost ceil-
ing panels. The hubs formed bY this
pinwheel effect are filled with matching
five-inch-square panels. The canted per-

spective establishes a sawtooth perimeter
that may be cut into conventional wall
molding or finished with an island trim
molding.
USG Interiors Inc.
Circle 415 on inf'ormation card

New Ergonomic Office Chair
The Hollington chair, by British designer
Geoff Hollington, left, is being offered
through Herman Miller Inc. The crafted
ergonomic chairs provide comfort for a

range of active work styles at the office.
The motion of the chairs imitates the

body's pivot points in the ankle, knee, and

pelvis, all the while keeping the back sup-

ported. An ankle tilt allows the chairs to
open up and flex in response to the user's

movements at seat and back angles. Two
controls located on one arm adjust the
chair to different body sizes. A pneumatic
back tilt adjustment on the lounge chair
les the user adjust the angle of the chair's
back in a number of Positions.

The line includes high- and low-back
work chairs, high- and low-back side chairs,
and a lounge chair and ottoman.
Hermen Miller Inc.
Circle 112 on inJ'ormation card

J

Msion Panels
Taliq Corp.'s Varilite vision panels switch
from clear to translucent when turned on
or off by electric current. The electronic
window panels, left, consist of lami-
nated liquid crystal film sandwiched
between two sheets of glass. Pollvinyl buty-

ral is used in the interlayers to create a

permanently bonded unit. When voltage
is applied, the liquid crystal moleculesalign
perpendicular to the glass, and the-glass
ipp-ears clear. ln the absence of voltage,
the molecules are aligned randomly, dif-
fusing light and rendering the glass trans-
lucent. The panels are suggested for areas

where privacy is desired, for security ar,eas

such ai retail display areas and bank teller
stations, and for hospitals, laboratories,
and clean rooms.
Taliq Corporation
Circle 417 on information card

Products continued on Page 132
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Architectural Lighting
n r" ttii."t-,f 

"sign"er 
f Jv i n S ctr.rpfe r i n tro-

duces the Zarno series of lamps, right,
through George Kovacs Lighting Inc' The
namJ"onueys the spirit of the futuristic
models, which are offered in pendant,

torchiere, floor, and table lamp models'
They are finished in polished brass with
cleai stepped glass and matte black and

brass baiei or, in the case of the pendant,

canopy form.
Ceorge Kovacs Lighting Inc'
Circti 413 on inl'ormation card

Agio Arm
Agio Designs introduces the Agio Arm,
a desktop arm accessory specifically
designed for Macintosh users that lifts the
c()mputcr monitor off the work surface.
The Agio Arm, left, is made of black,
powder-coated carbon steel with machined
iomponents and solid brass bushings for
rotating action to 360 degrees. The arm
platform is constructed of black, high-
pressure laminate edged in solid ash wood.
The arm conforms to ANSI's uPdated
Human Factors standards for viewing angle

and nonglare surfaces. It is designed to
support an SE or Mac II color monitor
and has a rated capacity of 35 pounds.

The unit will fit any desk one to two inches

thick.
Agio Designs
Circle 414 on information card

Mortise Lock
Best L,ock Corp.'s U/35H Mortise lockset,

left, has a conventional knob extruded
from solid brass bar stocks and comes in

various styles and finishes that match the

8K series cylindrical knobs. Four lever
variation designs conform to most build-
ins codes for 6arrier-free access' Other
feitures of the lockset include self-aligning

trim through-bolted for proper alignment
with case, hardened knob spindle,low-
friction knob and lever handle bearing,

and a patented design roller hub. The lever

and knob can be intermixed for inside/
outside trim.
Best Lock CorPoration
Circle 4t 1 on infctrmation card

Neon Accent LamP
Neon Strokes from Data Display Systems,

above, are contemporary three-foot, neon

accent lamps. They have a black metal

base and pivoting swing-arm constructron
that lets the user adjust and lock the
36-inch neon tube from a horizontal to
vertical position or any angle in between'
A dimm'er control changes Neon StrokeS

aDDearance from a soft glow to a bright
rudi"n"". The lamp is available in blue,
pink, green, and yellow and plugs into
anv AC outlet.
Din DisptaY SYstems
Circle 4i6 on information card

Products continued on Page 136
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Nowyou canearn
premium credits for

loyalty & loss prevention.
Now there are even more

ways to save money under the
CNA/Schinnerer professional
liability insurance program*
for architects and engineers.
We give

. A5% credit for firms with
acceptable claims experi-
ence that have been CNA/
Schinnerer policyholders
for three to four years

or,
. AIO% credit for firms with
acceptable claims experi-
ence that have been CNA/
Schinnerer policyholders
for five or more years

plus,
. A5% credit forfirms with
acceptable claims experi-
ence that implement loss
prevention programs.
All this is in addition to

our traditional underwriting
credits for firms with accepf-
able claims experience.

You work hard to manage
your risks- both professional
and financial. Let CNA/
Schinnerer support your
efforts.These new credits join
our many loss prevention pro-
grams to help you where it
counts-on your bottom line.
.CNA/Schinnerer 

is proud to
have earned the commendation
of the AIA and NSpE/pEpp.

Vktor O

& Cmpany, lnc

Underwriting Manaser
TWo Wisconsin CirclE
Chevy Chase, MD 2O8lS.7OO3
(3Ot) 961-9800, Telex 89234o

Cl)lcago, (312, 565 -2424
New York, (212) 344-IOOO
San Francisco, (4 t'l 495-3444 CNA

ForAll the Commitments you Make@

Note: credits apply to limits up to $l,ooo,ooo and are subject to approval by your state insurance department.
coverage for this program is provided by continental casuarty company, one of the

CNA Insurance Companies/CNA plazalChicago, lL 6O6g5

Circle 88 on information card
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Thercts not much thattstypical
about this office building.
Exceft, maybe, the
relentlessly rcd Pella Windows,

The owner wanted an alternative to the tvprcal
offrce burldrng around Tucson.

The architect said that playfulness had
been left out of today's architecture.

And from the beginning, Pella's cuslom
color was the logical choice for carrying out
the design.

Needless to say, this 70,000 square foot
office building stands out in a neighborhood
of predictably severe granite and glass
offices. Williams Center features rounded
corners, the plalul luxtaposition of unusual
shapes, and a dashing color scheme of red
and white. You can't miss it.

In fact, the main entrance is easily reqog-
nized. lt's under what appears to be a giant
red metal water slide. Inside, however, the
mood changes. Visitors and tenanls reach
their offices after passing through a charming
courtyard with waterfall, meandering pool,
lusn vegetation, waterside seating, and
contemporary sculpture.

The building's shape is the logical out-
growth of a desire to give all tenants a sense
ol place, regardless of how much or how
little space they have. Small tenants aren,t
stuck with just a carved out portion of a
rectangle. Here, tenants can even choose
spaces with higher ceilings, or two-story
spaces.

About those red windows.
It actually started with the red metal roof.

Pella's custom color department scientificallv
matched the roof manufacturers color. and
applred itto lhe windows and trrm. And, to be
sure that the doors matched perfectly, even
supplied the paint for the metai door
manulacturer.

Pella's custom color capabilities are un lim-
ited. You may choose the most unusual color
tn the known world, and putting it on a pella
Window will just be typically pelta. ptus, it's
a super tough enamel frnish that resists

Bring your dedgns b Fella

Willrams Center
Tucson, M
Architect
John Campisano & Associates
rucson. t\/
Owner
Shull/Jones Builders, Inc.
JUCSON, IV

Circle tJ on inforrnution carul

cracking, fadrng, chipping, and all sorts of
plagues due to exposure. Yet, for all this pro-
tection on the outside, all you see on the inside
is solid wood, ready to stain or paint.

The Fella Type E Slimshade.-For the sake
of appearances and energy savings.

Allwindows feature the insulatinq efficiencv
of the Pella Double Glazing Sy"stem with
adlustable Type E Slimshade" blinds
between the panes of glass. This gives an
attractive, consistent appearance to windows
from the outside, and the convenience of
built-in blinds from the inside.

For the owner, it also means low mainte-
nance because the blinds are protected from
dust and damage by the removable inner
grass panet.

Energy saving, too. The low E coating on
the blrnds is highly effective at reflecting
radiant heat back outside, which saves on
arr condrtioning inside. And Pella's low air
infiltration means energy dollars won't be lost.

For more information on Pella products for
commercial prolects, contact your local pella
distrrbutor Look for Pella in the Yellow paoes
under "Windowsl' call Sweet's BUyLINEI or
see Sweet's General Building Fite. Or simply
return this couDon.

Please send me more information on pella Clad prod-
ucts tor commercial projects,

Name

Firm

Address-_,*_

State -----_ _ _ - __*_ Zrp __-__
Phone=--=-_=
ilail to: Frella Windows and l]oors Comrnerc al Drvrs on,
Dept. A 10Bg 100 Marn Streel, Pe la, IA 50219. Also avarlable
lhroughoul Canada.. 19Bg Bolscroen Corrpany.

City



Garage Door Products
Raynor garage doors are constructed of
steel and now accept stain for a deeply
embossed, raised panel design to give the
look of real wood grain' The stains are

butternut. cedar, walnut, and oak and
come with a kit providing all necessary
materials for application. Raynor also offen
automatic garage door openen with either
y or Vz horsepower motors' A transmit-
ter operates the unit, which features a con-

venience light that stays on five minutes.
If the door strikes an object it automati-
cally reverses direction. The opener is

tll-{isted for residential applications.
Raynor Garage Doors
Circle 405 on information card

Aluminum Furniture
Architect Bob Josten designed the Grid
Coffee Table and the Console Table for
ICF, above, to work with many different
styles of office furnishings, from contem-
porary to traditional. The sand-cast alu-
minum lends a textural quality to the two
pieces and causes colors and woods in
the background to stand out against the
furniture. The glass-topped Grid Coffee
Table measures24x24xl5 inches' and the
Console Table is l8xMx29 inches.
Internationel Contract Furni.shings Inc.
Circle 418 on information card

Undermount Sink ComPonents
tJnclermounted kitchen and hospitality sink

components from Franke Inc., above and

right, can be mounted bel<lw marhle. gran-

ite. or manufactured solid surfacing mate-

rials. The Elements line of components
inclucles accessories sttch as teak and white

synthetic cutting boards and stainless steel

srid drainen, drain baskets, and colanders'

the Prestige sink with large bowl and ellip-

tical or sqttare sink compartments is in

the F,lements line, as is a highly polishecl

round "salatl" sink. Two new models in
square and rectangular configtrrations com-

plete the new line.
Franke Inc.
Circle 406 on inl'ormation card

Produt't's contintted on Pg' l'7tt

Distinctive Roofing Shingles
Beaver Shingles from FibreCem Corp. con-
sist of three well-rounded "tails," which
give the impression of numerous small shin-

gles, each resembling a beaver tail. The
ioofing shingles are suggested for vertical
cladding and rolling pitches. The charcoal
gray shingles are made of fiber-reinforced
cement and do not contain asbestos.
FibreCem Corporation
Circle 407 on information card
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Circle 92 on information card



New Outdoor Lighting Line
Decorative outdoor lighting posts from
Northern Lighting, a division of A.M.I.,
are manufactured in a variety of materi-
als including cast iron, glass fiber, and poly
mer concrete. The combination of different
construction materials and two.part designs
makes the posts durable, easy to install,
maintenance free. vandal resistant, and
cost effective. Northern Lighting makes a
replica of the famous "Central Park" post
in cast iron from molds made from the
original patterns. Several luminaires in dif-
ferent styles and lamp types also are avail-
able, including a compact fluorescent.
Northern Lighting
Circle 409 on information card

Roof Dnin Brochure
A brochure from U-Flow Inc. describes
three models of retrofit roof drains, called
RetroDrains, designed to make the replace
ment of existing broken roof drains eas-

ier. The PCIPET RetroDrain, SuperDome
RetroDrain, and ALl1100 RetroDrain can

be installed without removing the existing
drain. They come with a mechanical seal

that locks ihem into the drainpipe, and

they have a one-piece drain body c9ry!ryg
tion, integral clamping ring on the PCIPET
and SuperDome models, a mechantcal
drain connection device, and various
strainer domes.
U-FLow Inc.

Hanotte\6lli&COlOmbo

Circle 94 on information card

Circle 410 on information card

Ceramic and Marble Installation Brochue
The six-page "Ceramic Tile and Marble
Installatioi Products Guidd' from TEC
Inc. features the manufacturer's line of
tile installation products including thin-set

mortars, mastics, latex additives, grouts,

and care Products.
The brochure uses color photography

accompanied by concise usage descriP-

tions. A selection chart enables users to

choose among a variety of interior and-

exterior tile applications. Coverage 
-a-ncf

admixture ratio tables also are provided'
A Dhotosraphic depiction of the wide array

of fECJoiirt filleigrout colors shows the

actual widths and colors.
TEC IncorPorated
Circle 408 on information card

CREDITS

Bavshore on the Boulevard Tbmpa, Fla'
(oase 54). Architect: Office of Architec-
i"i A Design, ThmPa, F/c' Project .

Jesiener: Jai Baker' Proiect team: Cathy

Bosiell, Bili Briggs, Rob Civitello, Brad

Crown, Dan Haisebroek, RandY Lore-'

Michael Malone, Phil Schawe' Russell

Zeidner. structural engineer: Martin
Caelev & Conti. Mechanical engineer:

H.rt. tong & Associates' LandscaPe

architect: tlerbert Pickworth & Associates'

General contractor: Enterprise Building
Corp. Client: Urban Amenities/Ronald
N. Mitter and Charles F. Moore'

Credits continued on Page 140
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ARCHTTECTURE is the profession's leading
publicatior...and independent research proi"s it! *
The independent Readex. Survey of April lg8g
shows Architecture is the...

PRNFERENCD...
of a vast majority of
architecls tor usetul
technical intormation

OI%-ARCHITECTURE

And that's exciting!
ARCiHITECTURE continues to build excitement
by providing editorial coverage of both the design
and the technological aspects of architecture to a
de'gree unmatched by any other magazine in the
architectural field.

'Based on the resulls of the Fourth Annual Study of U.S. Architects
conducted by Readex, Inc., an independent research companv.

cHorcf,...
of a majority ot architects for
usetul pfofessional oraclice
inlormation

I,EADER...
for usetul design
information

410/'ARCHITECTURE

:
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and valued magazine
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magaztne to a majority ot
architects in their work
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The Joint Free Public Library of Morris.
town and Morris Township' Morristown,
NJ. (page 60). Architect: Short and Ford,
Princeton,l{,/. Partner in charge: Jeremiah
Ford III, AIA. Project designer: Charles
Farrell. Design team: George Fett, AIA,
Christopher Holm, Nancy Csira, John
Ziegler, Mary Wasserman. Structural
engineer: Blackburn Engineering & Asso-

ciates. Civil engineer: Johnson Engineer-
ing. General contractor: Kaslow & Jeffrey
Construction Co. Library director: Barbara
Rice.

Quitman Lower ElementarY School'
Quitman, Miss. (page 62)' Architect:
Archer & Archer Meridian, Mrss. Proj-
ect architect: B.B. Archer, AIA. Design
team: Tom Little, Linda Tioubaugh. Land-

scape architect: Steve Horn. Structural
engineer : Carter / Eng-Land Design.
Melhanical engineer: Bowron & Butler'
Electrical engineer: Walter C. Couch Engi
neers. General contractor: Polk Construc-
tion Co.

Veverka/Kruse Residence, San Francisco
(page 64). Architect: Massey & Veverka.

Arihitects, San Francisco. Geotechnical
ensineer: Keith G. Lightwood. Structural

"n!ine"t, 
Raj Desai Associates. General

contractor: Lombardi Construction'

Footbridge in the Tropical Rain lrest'
Puerto Rico (page 68). Designer: George

Warne n Bro okline, Mass. Contractor:
George Warner, Gonzaco Yelazquez.
Millwork: Julio Laguna. Steel: Steel &
Pipes Inc., C.O. Jones, Steelworks (fabri-
cators). Stone wall: Teodoro Garcia, Fran-
cisco Vasquez. Landscaping: George
Warner, Maximo Delgado, Concrete:
George Warner, Nicholas Remirez, Justo
Rodrigues. Owner: Frederic D. Mueller.

ECCO Italian Designs' Iackson,, Miss.
(page 70). Architect: Cqnizaro Trigiani'
J-ackson, Mrss. Partner in charge: David
M. Tiigiani, EAIA. Project architect: Greg-
ory H. Tew. Owners: Ike Larue, Mark
Frascogna, Axis CorP.

A Chair for a Painter, Rockford, Ill. (page

70\. Designer: Ioseph Zimmer Rockford,
1//. Woodworking: Jon Critchfield, Metal
work: Greg Lyle. Owner: Deborah Newton'

Chaise Lounge, San Francisco (page72)'
Architect: Robert Swstt, AIA, San
Francisco.

Playspaces, Des Moines (Page 72)'
Architect: Kirk V Blunck, AIA.

Prolect for Art on the Beach, Long Island

City, N.Y. (page 73). Architect: Cameron

McNqll, Los Angeles.

Gersch Residence,, Hitlsborough, Calif'
(page14\. Architect: House & House, San

Francisco. Partner in charge: Cathi House.
Project team: Steven House, AIA, James
Cathcart. Structural engineer: Geoffrey
F. Barrett. Lighting consultant: Novella
T. Smith. Specialty finishes: Evans &
Brown. Cabinetry and custom furniture:
Geometry Manufacturing. General con-
tractor: Covert & Associates.

Garden House and Formal Garden,
Wenham, Mass. (page 76). Architect:
Mqrlon Blackwell, Boston. Project designer
(garden house): Marlon Blackwell. Design
cbntributor (garden house): Kent Duck-
ham. Designer (formal garden): Jim
Heroux. l,andscape architect: Jim Heroux.
Owner: Henry Audesse.

Bennett House Addition and Renovation,
Chestnut Hill, Mass. (page 80). Architect:
Stein & Associates (formerly Stein Williqm-
son Associates), Boston' Principal arch-
itect: Robert J. Stein, AIA. Project
architect: Hugh "Gerry" Wedge. Project
staff: John Paul Dunn, Caroline Dusedau'
Jennifer Pearson. General contractor:
Andy Marvel. Owner: Michael and,Mona
Bennett.

Wang Kitchen Renovation, Shaker Heights'

Ohio (page 84). Architect: Lqwrence K'
Man, AIA, Cambidge, Mass. Contractor:
Crowell/Blatchfore Construction' Cab-
inetmaker: Saher Milwork. Client: Doug-
las and Holly Wang.

PROJECT MANAGERS
Smith, Hinchman & Grylls Associates, lnc' is accepting

"JJii"'"tions 
from degreed and registered architects and

ffii;A; Lxperiencid in the deliverv of large and

rioiiiiilint health, R&D/laboratory, and corporate. and

"olciiion"t 
facitiiies. successful candidates will have

;td; t."hnical backgrounds, Pr.oJen leadership abili-
tiei, 6xcettent commu-nication skills and an interest in

business develoPment'

Proiect manaqers are relied upon to coordinate teams of

bi"i"iii""n/tlechnical experts from the point projects are

pursued through occupancy.

Smith,Hinchman&GryllsAssociates,lnc'isadiversified
anJ awirO winning architectural/engineering/planning
tiit n!"Oquirtered- in Detroit, Michigan recognized.for
;;;iq;;iAlence, integrity, client satisfaction and entre-

preniurial spirit within a team atmosphere'

lf vou are a top-notch professional who desires a challenge

ItiJ n"t tn" 'iuitity t6 deliver a superior product' please

submit your resume and list of recent projects' in

confidence, to:

HUMAN RESOURCES - ARCHITECTURE
snnriir-, xrrlcHMAN & GRYLLS ASSOCIATES' lNc'

455 WEST FORT STREET
DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48228

EOUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F/H/V

If you calculate in feet'
inihes-sixteenths' this
printing calculator will
eliminate costlY errors.
New Dimension Printer, Feet-

Inches-sixteenths calculator

uses patented 0-15 keYboard

for quick, error-free data entrY-

Only three keystrokes required

to enter 3ft. - llin. - 13116.

Features five functions, four
memories, thermal Printing.

$299.es
Two week trial Period,
money brck guamnt€e

VISA,MC,COD

Boyd Calculator Co.
66lL Burkett St.
Houston, Texas 77021
(800) 23r-e920

Circle 100 on information card
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1337 The Merchandise Mart
Chicaeo,Ill. 60654
Jack E Bergren (414\ 78G4286
2530 Coach House Dr.
Brookfield (Milwaukee) Wi. 53005

Southwest (314) 569-3210
Richard Grater
1466 Summerhaven
St. Louis, Mo. 63146

West/Northwest (619) 451-9782
James A. Anderson
Western Sales Manager
11858 Bernardo Plaza Court, Suite 240-C

San Diego, Calit.92lB
Canada (416) 833-6200
Donald C. Fenn
148 Kine Road E.
King Ciiy, Ontario LoG lKo CANADA
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Above View, Inc. Send today for more infor-
mation on our Suspended Plaster 9er[;"n].nf;i

4dams-Rite Manufacturing Co. ,A,dams Rite
Series 3000 exit devices miet strinsent fire
codes, and do it with imagination aid flair.

Circle No. Il
Allsteel. Allsteel synergy now exrends to
Harwood House. This beautifully handcrafted
wood furniture makes a statemeni of excellence
in any office. Circle No. 73

American Olean Tile. No one else offers as
many^ textures, colors, and styles of ceramic
tile. Send for more information todav.

Cirile No. 63

American Shndard. Extralagpnce is most beau-
tilul when tempered with reitraint. Roma Gold.
I he luxury ot22karat gold inelaze. The

subrelety of the Roma design. S"end today for
more information. - Circle tio. qS

Amoco Chemicsl. Stains won,t cloud the hori-
zon when^ y_ou use Marquesa* Lana antl
Marquesam tanalST polypropylene yarns. Send
ror complete detarts. Circle No. 17

Andersen Corp. We offer custom-made win-
dows to fit any frame of mind. Our Flexiframe@
wlndows are custom-made to almost any shape
or size.

Armstrong. Send for our brochure on Ceilins
bdges. All in 2' x 2' regular lay-in. Circle No."t

Armstrong. SendJor more information on our
g_nd accessories lor new ceiling systems_
Ceiling Accents. " tir"ln No. 3

Armstrong. Send lor our brochure on the 2x2
toot. Syllables@ Cei ling Sysrem. Seven svstems
avarlable; each offers unlimited custom bpDor-tunities. Circteiii. S

Asbestos Abatement Service, Inc. AAS is so
confidenr o{ the qualiry of their tu--t ev inei_
nee.nng and consulting work. they certify ea6h
Dultcllng they service as "asbestos hazard_free..
wf th a seaf bearing their name. Circle No. 23

Betlrlehem Steel Cory. prepainted Galvalume*
sneet protects 

,A,n$_rew Jackson.s guests at his
homesread. The Hermitage. in Nashville.
Tennesse^e. on-a budget an! p.eslOini *orrb
actmlre. Send tor more information todav.

Circle No.45

poyd_Calculator Co. New Dimension printer.
t-ee:t-I nches-Sixteenths calculator uses patented
0- I 5.k-eyboard for quick, .rro"tr* au'a .nti]
Send tor more information today. Circte No. i9

Bradley,Corp. Mixing electricity with water
can lead to some highlv charged ideas. Send
for your free Bradlei Electro"nics Guide.

Circle No. 53

Brite Vue Systems, Inc. Brite Vue tempered
glass entry doors, sidelites, and transoins are
a Ieading choice of architects and desisners
wh-erever the look of prestige is desired'. Send
today for complete informa-lion on all Brite
Vue glass entrance systems. Circle No. 35

California Redwood Assoc. Free folio of liter-
ature for architects illustrates the beautv and
performance of redwood. Circle'No. b7

Carlisle SynTec Systems. The sreat taste of
McDonald's chose a Carlisle r6ofing system.
The leader in single-ply roofing. SeiaioOay
ror more rntormation. Circle No. 99

Cedar.Shake & Shingle Bureau. Cedaq for the
naturally creative. Send for a free coov of New
RooJ.Construction. and Exterior & iiterior
waf l brochures. Circle No. I 19

Curries Co. You can't knock our selection of
metal doon. Send for more information todav.

Circle No. 75

DPIC Companies. Coming to asreement
$fgqg! mediarion-one way to hlndle claims.
DPIC Professional Liability ins. Companv tiitp-
ing to solve problems. Circie ti". tbZ

E:co Elevators. Esco reveals the hole truth
about hydraulic elevators. Esco's gg6.s oniqu"
design requires no hole or buildine modifiia_
trons, making it the ideal choice f5r two or
three landings. Send today for a free brochure.

Circle No. 6i

Fry Reglet. What's behind every Frv moldins?
You will find the finest producti uuiliuUf" 

",idcarrng protessional people who will be with
you every step of the way. Circle No. 77

Georgia-Prcitic. Send for complete Dens-Glasso
exposure test results. product information.
warrally. samples and a brochure outlininS
D-ens-Ulass. application demils on a varieiv
ot recent projecs. Circle No. i3I
Gimeor, Inc. Architrion-The architectural
software you've been waiting for. Send today
Ior more lnlormation or to find out the nanie
ol your nearest dealer. Circte No. t 13

9lasstech-. Discover for yourself, the design
treedom that comes with custom_specilied bent
tempered_ glass . . . produced on ttie Glasstech.
tnc. Architectural Bending and TemperingSystem. " ciiiif ti..'Er

Glen Raven Mills. Improve business with
Sunbrella@ Fabric-thri #l acrvlic canvas in
America. Send for more inforrhation.

Circle No. 9I

Graphisoft. Before buying an architectural soft-
ware for the Macintoih compare-ArchiCado
-The dedicated soturion foi arclTe:s.No. 

.57

Haws Drinking Faucet. Water doesn't have to
come in a bottle to be tasteful. Now. there's a
more fashionable way to have your water. lt's
the Haws'Fashion Plaies Colleciion. Send todav
for more information. Circle No. 47

Holophane. The new Terraluxs bollard from
Holophaneo solves a lot of walkwav lishtins
design problems. Send for more inforriatio"n.

Circle No. 4l
Homasote. You iust can't beat CaroetBoard
for keeping thiigs quiet. Homasote 400
carpettsoard was specifically developed to
reduce both impact-noise and sound tiansmis-
sion. Send for a free sample and more infor-mation. Circle No. 109

Hurd Millwork. Feature for feature, no other
leading windory gives you more periormance.
comlort or value-in more styles and stand_
ard sizes than Hurd windows. Circle No. 65

Intergraph Corp. The only source for extraor-
clrnary design solutions now available on
industry-standard workstations. Circle No. l5
KRgy. At last, there's a professional lettering
machine so inexpensive you can put one everi-
where you need one, the KROl.DuraTVoe*-240. circre"rlo. 97

Fawneer Co. Inc. Kawneer has a complete
line of aluminum entrzmce systems, each'a time-
less classic in its own right. Circle Ni. j5

Kawneer Co. Inc. Kawneer aluminum entmnce
systems are part of the world's most memora_
ble architecture. They make a buildine extraor-dinary. Cir;le No. j7

Kawneer Co. Inc. No matter what desien state-
ment you're making, Kawneer has an llumi-
num, entrance system to help make it immortal.
Send today for more informdtion. Circle No. 3l
Kawaeer Co. Inc. 350 Tirfline entrances are
all their name says they are. For new and--
replacement doors in high-traffic and abuse_
prone installations. - Circle No. 69

Koh-I-Noon Rapidomatic fine line pencils . . .
DestJor the money, designed beyond its price.
Jeno tor more information. Circle No. ll5
LCN Closers. Send for more information about
the.LCN Auto-Equalizer and other ctosJrs 

-
oestgned to solve entrance accessibilitv prob_lems. circti fto-.19
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Libbev-Owens Ford. Don't wait for a solar phe-
n.rmei.ron. Create One. Eclipse@ reflective flass.
To receive vour free Eclipse@ Design Kit, call
1-80G8484400, ext. 368.' Chcle No. 7l

Louisiana Paciflc. New relief for swollen joints.
Inner-sealo OSB sheathing T & G flooring
underlavment. Send for more information, spec-
ificatioirs, and samples. Circle No. 101

Manville Roofrng Systems. Manville's new phe-
nolic foam insulatibn. UltraGard@ Premier,
delivers the highest thermal value -8.33 R
units oer inchlof anv roof insulation' Send
todav'for more inforriation. Circle No. 35

Manville Commercial Roofing. Send for the
whole story on the Manville family of fiberglass/
polyester re i nforced elastomeric- roof i-ng 

- -systems. Circle No. 67

Monier Roof Tile. Let Monier Roof Tile give you
a head start. Send for our colorful brochures
on our full range of products. Circle No- 89

Monsanto Chemical. Reduce your work load
with our "Guide to the Structural Ferformance
of Laminated Architectural Glass." Send for
our free guide and lBM-compati?irjihr. ,,

Mutoh lndustries LTD. Touchdowns, not break-

downs. Have a winning season this year by
makins a Mutoh penciFcompatible plotter your
#r drift pick. Sehd for more t"^ffi11". ,,
National Concrete Nlasonry Assoc. Concrete
n'lasonrv insulated walls deliver high thermal
perforniance and won't rust, rot ortilil'fo. 

n

National Forest hoducts Assn' The 1988 edi
tion of the *Code of Conforming Wood Design'
suide reflects provisions in the 1987 BOCA
National. l988iCBO Uniform and 1988 SBCCI
Standard Building Codes affecting woodousa,

Peerless l.ighfing. The new 7" x 3" Rounded
fixture-Lilht w-ithout glare. Send for more
informatioi. - CircleNo. lll
Pittsbureh Corning Corp. The Difference

- Pitsb[rgh Corning's quality and service '-
That's whv- Americai-mide PC GlassBlock@
products ire the best choice. Circle No. 127

Ptan Hold. Get a srip on vour filing problems.
Send for a free citalbg. - Circle No. 39

Fozzi Windows. lmaslne 4,000 windou'designs.
Send for detailed fu-ll-color product literature
and dealer information. Circle No. I2l

Revnolds Meob. Our new Reynobond@ build-
ing panels are everything you d expec.t from 

,
an aluminum composlte-flat' strong' ugnt ano
formable. Send foi more information includ-
ing technical literature and color selecttill:,

Sloan Valve Company. End out more about
whv there's "absolutely no touching" in a grow-
ing number of buildings around the cguntry-,
Se-nd for the completelory on Sloan OPTIMA
;Fil;. - Circte No' 125

Steelcrse. Poetry in metal. The new Corvo*
chair that harm6nizes with Contextl* our new
freestanding furniture system. Available in-a -
t"ia" *g" 6f textures arid finistres' Circle No' 7

Stucco Stone Pmducts. With lighnveight Cul'
tured Stoneo you can achieve the beauty of
natural stone at a fraction of the c.osl. 

No. 117

Sub-Zero. Forty years of refining and rede-
finine. pride of craftsmanship, dedication to
qualiiy, and the latest techndlogy have made
Sub-Z-ero the unsurpassed leader in built-in
refrigeration for homes of distinction 

No. 129

US. Aluminum. United States Aluminum Corp.
is now offerins the Series SG 450 Structural
Silicone Gtazi-ng Ribbon system engineered
for low and High rise glazing r*tti;"A 

No.49

Untted Technolosies" No matter what wild sce-

nario an engineei, architect or city planner
misht dream uD, we can srmulate lt ln our new
Oti"s test facility. Twenty-nine stories filled with
what-ifs. Circle Na. 21

Vollt & Colombo. Make every entrance a com'
mand performance with Italian designer door
lever sis from Valli & Colombo. Circle No. 33

\brsaCad. Absolute CAD power. VersaCad/386
leaves the others collecting dust. !g"4 tg9"l^
for more information. C,rcle No' 6J

Mnvl Ptastics. Inc. Now, when you think sheet
vinil floorine think VPI. Custom Royale* and
Suie-Tiac*.I . lasting beauty 

"" ;,ii't' *"., O,

prcYldes q sqfe, slmPle solullon' io qlchlleclurql bonlerc

Whether you're modif vi ng o n exi sti ng. build i ng 9t. 9e-siSl19
o new one, occessibility to the hondicoppecl rs lmpononr'
inJ FonClr-LIFI providbs the $mple. economicol solution

. . . inOoors or outdoors. This sofe verticol wheelchoir lift plot-

form onchors permonently beside the steps' using o mini-

rir. otip"cd. tlotor ondmechonismsore enclosed' Runs

6" iiO 
""ii 

c urrent. Weotherproof f i nish' Choose f rom eleven

.oO"ft*itn vorying lifting heights uplo 144 inches' Shipped

reody for instollolion.
wnfil toe a FnEE lnoq{url 

^llD 
}lAr|E orfiE DE rlP NE nEgrYol''

liliircex srllRLcUPE ooRPoRAlloN- -----Dept. 
^,^.",.400i Ebst 138th StreeJ' PO' Box B' Grondview, Missouri 64030

"l{
!$

VERTICAT WHEEICIIAIR IIFT

Full Professor-
Environmental Analysis and Design

The Program in Social Ecology at the University of California'

trvine, ii recruiting a senior liofessor in the area of Environ-

]n"i.liJf n""fyriJ aid Design.'Candidates must have achieved

int"tnation"i recognition for outstanding scholarship in one..or

,o-r" oiin"loiro*i"ng fietds: urban and regionalptanning, facility

olinninq and environmental design research'.Salary and bene-

iiti com"petitive with the best research universities'

The Program in Social Ecology grants B'A', M'A'' and Ph'D'

a"or"es.-fne 35 full-time facuiiy have multi-disciplinary inter-

;;E 
-ft in"rro" urban plann-ers, architects' environmental

niattn 
"p""ial 

ists, psychoiog ists, sociologists' demog raphers'

"riti"J,igiiti, 
and iawyers. ihe Program offers a Ph'D' concen-

tr"iion-in Enuironmentit Analysis and Design.and M'A' concen-

i;;ii;;. i" uiuan ano Regionat ptanning and Facility Planning

;;J M;";g;ment. The silected candidate will be expected.to

oioviOe teidership in the development of these areas of the

F;;;.-ih;-S;ciat Ecolosv Building houses a full-scale

"nuiront"ntal 
simulation lab-oiatory, as well as environmental

health and group dynamics laboratories'

Submit letter of application, curriculum vita' and names of three

references to:

Dr. Daniel Stokols, Director
Proqram in Social EcologY

University-of California, lrvine' CA 92717

Closing date for applications is December 15' 1989' The

U"l""iiitv of Califoiiia is an equal opportunity' affirmative

action emPloYer.

NOW -

Circle 90 on information card
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